Calc-alkaline plutons are the major crustal building blocks of continental margins, but are rarely exposed in oceanic island arcs. Two of the best examples are the $10 km wide Hidden Bay and Kagalaska plutons that intrude Eocene mafic volcanic-sedimentary rocks on Adak and Kagalaska islands in the central Aleutian arc. Twenty new Ar/Ar and U/Pb ages, coupled with published ages, show that the Hidden Bay pluton was intruded in multiple stages from $34Á6 to 30Á9 Ma, whereas the Kagalaska pluton was intruded at $14 Ma. The plutons largely consist of medium-to high-K 2 O hornblende-bearing cumulate diorite (53-55 wt % SiO 2 ) and hornblende-biotite granodiorite (57-64 wt %), with lesser amounts of gabbro (50-52 wt % SiO 2 ), leucogranodiorite (67-69 wt % SiO 2 ) and aplite (76-77 wt % SiO 2 ) that can generally be linked to each other by crystal fractionation. The compositions of these plutons are generally similar to those of continental plutons, except for more oceanic-like large ion lithophile element and isotopic signatures ( 87 Sr/ 86 Sr ¼ 0Á703-0Á7033; ENd ¼ 9Á4-7Á7) that reflect oceanic-rather than continental-type crustal contaminants. Chemical similarities between the Hidden Bay homogeneous gabbros and high-Al basalts in Adak Pleistocene-Holocene volcanoes indicate little temporal evolution in the general character of the mantle-derived basalts. Rather than a unique arc setting and distinctive magmas, formation of the Aleutian calc-alkaline plutons seems to require a sufficient crustal thickness ($37 km) and a high enough water content to stabilize pargasitic hornblende amphibole in a relatively closed magma system that favors increasing K, Ti and H 2 O at the end of a magmatic cycle. This termination of magmatism coincides with a northward migration of the magmatic front that is inferred to be associated with fore-arc subduction erosion. In accord with Adak region crustal architecture based on seismic data, crystallization models for the plutons suggest that mantle-generated hydrous arc basalts fractionated olivine and clinopyroxene in the lower crust to form high-Al basaltic composition magmas that rose into the mid-crust, where gabbro and diorite crystallized to form the magmas that buoyantly rose into the upper crust and crystallized to form the volumetrically dominant granodiorite (58-63 wt % SiO 2 ). The most important temporal changes in chemistry can be explained by fore-arc crust incorporated into the mantle wedge by fore-arc subduction erosion creating 'adakitic' signatures at times of northward arc migration and a change to a more continental subducted sediment component at the time of Plio-Pleistocene glaciation.
INTRODUCTION
Calc-alkaline plutons are rarely exposed in modern oceanic island arcs, with the best examples occurring in the central Aleutian arc in Alaska. As the compositions of calc-alkaline plutons in arcs are considered similar to the bulk composition of the continental crust, understanding the origin and evolution of these plutons is important in models for forming continental crust. Given that the crust of island arcs is more mafic than that of the continents, continental crustal formation in an arc requires the loss of mafic arc crust. Popular models are 'delamination' or foundering of dense lower crust as the arc crust forms (e.g. Arndt & Goldstein, 1989) or when or after arcs are amalgamated to continent crust (e.g. Kay & Kay, 1991 . A more recent ' relamination' model calls for subduction of arc crust with the removed upper crust being added back to the crust by underplating and in ascending crustal melts as the dense mafic arc crust recycles into the mantle (e.g. Hacker et al., 2011 Hacker et al., , 2015 Kelemen & Behn, 2016) . The processes of removing fore-arc crust in the 'relamination' model essentially overlap those in the fore-arc subduction erosion model (e.g. von Huene & Scholl, 1991) . The principal difference is that much of the removed fore-arc crust is recycled into the mantle wedge through the subduction channel in the fore-arc subduction erosion mode, whereas the removed crust is 'relaminated' under the arc and fore-arc in the relamination model. Major pulses of fore-arc removal are related to times of margin instability and frontal arc migration (e.g. Goss et al., 2013) .
Some of the best exposed calc-alkaline plutons in a currently active oceanic island arc are on Unalaska Island (e.g. Perfit et al., 1980) and Adak and Kagalaska Island (e.g. Kay et al., 1990) in the Central Aleutian arc (Fig. 1) . Although small compared with I-type plutons in eroded continental arcs such as the Andes and the Sierra Nevada of the western USA (e.g. Bateman, 1992; Gray et al., 2008) , their intrusive units, mineralogy and some aspects of their geochemistry show general similarities, suggesting that they formed by broadly similar processes. The most commonly suggested endmember processes are fractional crystallization of mafic mantle-derived basaltic melts, mixing of mantle-derived mafic melts with dacitic to rhyolitic melts created by differentiation of mafic melts, and partial melting of the lower crust in 'hot zones' by intrusion of mafic magmas. A related issue is whether the plutons represent magma chambers beneath active volcanoes or the final crystallization products of magma chambers as volcanism ebbs, or are created in separate events. A working model for the Aleutian calc-alkaline plutons from Kay et al. (1990) is that the plutons represent the final stages of a magmatic cycle as the arc becomes dormant or migrates to the north.
In contrast, Cai et al. (2015) suggested that eastern and central Aleutian Pleistocene-Holocene tholeiitic lavas and Cenozoic plutons have distinct arc mantle sources, with those of the plutons being more like those of Pleistocene-Holocene western Aleutian andesitic and dacitic calc-alkaline lavas and unlike those of Aleutian tholeiitic magmas. Their model follows Kelemen et al. (2003 Kelemen et al. ( , 2014 , who divided the Pleistocene-Holocene Aleutian arc into a dominantly tholeiitic segment with basaltic mantle sources east of Adak and a dominantly calc-alkaline segment with both andesitic-dacitic and basaltic mantle-derived magma sources west of Adak. However, in detail, Pleistocene-Holocene calc-alkaline volcanic centers occur east of Adak and tholeiitic centers occur to the west (e.g. Semisopochnoi; Coombs et al., 2018) . In explaining the distribution of these centers, Kay & Kay (1994) argued that the generally smaller calc-alkaline centers tended to occur in more intact contractional arc segments where mid-crustal differentiation promoted amphibole crystallization and calcalkaline trends. In contrast, the tholeiitic centers occur between segments where more extensional conditions facilitated magma transit to the surface, leading to a more tholeiitic trend. Kay & Kay (1994) further postulated that both the calc-alkaline and tholeiitic magmas came from broadly similar basaltic parent magmas with their local setting being an important factor in their crystallization history.
On a more global scale, the Aleutian plutons have been compared with mid-crustal plutons in accreted interoceanic arc crustal sections such as the Cretaceous to Eocene Kohistan section in NW Pakistan and the Jurassic Talkeetna section in south central Alaska (see Jagoutz & Kelemen, 2015) . Missing lower parts of these arc sections, whose original crustal thicknesses are inferred to have been $40 km, are suggested to have been lost through lower crustal delamination. As noted by Jagoutz & Kelemen (2015) , the central Aleutian arc, where the modern crustal thickness is inferred to be $40 km based on seismic receiver functions (Janiszewski et al., 2013) , provides a model for the crust of an oceanic arc in which back-arc extension has not played a major role. In their review, Jagoutz & Kelemen (2015) suggested that the Tertiary calc-alkaline plutons now exposed in the central Aleutians were crystallized in the mid-crust from magmas whose geochemical and isotopic signatures differ from those of the surrounding older and younger volcanic rocks. Here, we build on earlier studies (e.g. Citron, 1980; Kay & Kay, 1985a , 1994 Kay et al., 1990) arguing that the exposed calcalkaline Tertiary plutons on Adak and Kagalaska islands represent relatively shallow crustal levels (<5 km) and are crystallization products of basaltic magmas, not unlike those producing the surrounding volcanic rocks.
In this study, we present an overview of the geology, petrology, mineralogy and geochemistry of the 34Á5-31 Ma Hidden Bay and $14 Ma Kagalaska calc-alkaline plutons on Adak and Kagalaska islands. The presentation combines new and compiled (Citron, 1980; Citron et al., 1980; Kay et al., 1982 Kay et al., , 1983 Kay et al., , 1986 Kay et al., , 1990 Kay & Kay, 1985a , 1985b , 1994 analyses and descriptions of the intrusive units including K/Ar, Ar/Ar and zircon ages, mineral compositions with calculated P-T conditions, major and trace element analyses, Sr and Nd isotopes and crystallization models. These observations along with published geophysical data are used to support a three-stage evolutionary model for the plutons in which mantle-derived basaltic magmas crystallize olivine and clinopyroxene cumulates near the base of the crust to produce high-Al basaltic magmas, which then rise and partially crystallize in the mid-crust to create the magmas and crystal mushes that form the upper crustal plutonic units. Near closed-system magmatic conditions in a non-extensional environment near the end of a volcanic episode are interpreted to promote the hydrous magmatic conditions in which clinopyroxene, amphibole and plagioclase fractionate to generate the diorite and granodiorite that along with leucogranodiorite and aplite form the exposed plutons. The presence of a more depleted isotopic signature in some plutonic units than in the Eocene tholeiitic Finger Bay or PleistoceneHolocene calc-alkaline volcanic rocks is argued to reflect contamination of the plutonic magmas by Kula plate oceanic crust trapped in the arc crust since arc initiation.
The dataset is further consistent with chemical and isotopic differences between the plutons and the Eocene to Quaternary Adak region volcanic rocks, reflecting tectonic changes during the evolution of the central Aleutian arc. The initiation of crystallization of the calc-alkaline plutons at 35 Ma is attributed to the underlying crust reaching a thickness of >35 km in response to the rapid Eocene buildup of the Aleutian ridge (e.g. Jicha et al., 2006) and contractional stress tied to northward arc migration in the absence of backarc spreading. The appearance of rare plutonic units and dikes with steep 'adakitic' rare earth element (REE) patterns requiring residual garnet in the source near times of northward arc migration is attributed to melting of fore-arc crust removed by subduction erosion in the mantle wedge as the arc was displaced northwards (see Jicha & Kay, 2018) . In line with Kay & Kay (1994) and Schaen et al. (2016) , the more enriched isotopic ratios and higher Th/La, Ba/La and Sm/La ratios in central Aleutian calc-alkaline Pleistocene-Holocene volcanoes are attributed to an increase in a sediment melt component in the wedge as glacial sediments arrive in the trench, rather than a fundamental change in mantle sources.
MAGMATIC AND TECTONIC SETTING AND GEOLOGICAL FEATURES OF THE CALC-ALKALINE HIDDEN BAY AND KAGALASKA PLUTONS Regional magmatic setting of the plutons and the geological history of Adak Island
In a regional framework, the Tertiary calc-alkaline plutons of the Aleutians arc all sit trenchward of the active volcanic line where they intrude Tertiary volcanic and volcanoclastic units (Fig. 1a and b) . Overviews of the characteristics and setting of these plutons and volcanic rocks have been given by Kay et al. (1990) , Kay & Kay (1994) and Cai et al. (2015) . As seen in Fig. 1a , a firstorder observation is that the magmatic belts containing these plutons have been displaced northward since the Eocene formation of the broad Aleutian platform (see Scholl et al., 1987; Kay et al., 1990; Jicha et al., 2006; Jicha & Kay, 2018) . In the western and central Aleutians, this displacement is shown by the 36-27 Ma band of arc rocks on Kiska and from Amatignak to Adak that lie south of the 15-12 Ma belt from Kiska to Atka (green) that in turn lie south of the modern volcanic arc (pink). A similar displacement trend occurs in the Unalaska region in the eastern Aleutians where the Oligocene Shaler and Miocene Captains Bay calcalkaline plutons lie south of the current volcanic line (see Drewes et al., 1961; Perfit et al., 1980) . This northward displacement pattern is also notable on Adak and Kagalaska islands in the central Aleutians where the 35-31 Ma Hidden Bay pluton and $14 Ma Kagalaska plutons lie south of the Mt Moffett and Adagdak volcanoes (Fig. 1b) . As argued by Jicha & Kay (2018) , the northward displacement of these belts appears to reflect episodes of arc magmatism separated by periods of forearc subduction erosion. It is within this framework that we focus on the formation and evolution of the Hidden Bay and Kagalaska plutons to understand why calcalkaline plutons occur in the oceanic part of the Aleutian arc.
Importantly, all of the major volcanic and plutonic events in the central Aleutian Islands are represented on Adak and Kagalaska islands. The first geological maps of the region by Coats (1956) and Fraser & Snyder (1959) defined and described the major volcanic and plutonic units on these islands, whose history was set in a regional context by Marlow et al. (1973) , Scholl et al. (1975 Scholl et al. ( , 1987 and Scholl (2007) , among others. A simplified map of the principal magmatic units modified with radioisotopic age constraints from Marlow et al. (1973) , Citron et al. (1980) , Kay et al. (1998) , Jicha et al. (2006) and Table 1 is shown in Fig. 1b . The oldest map unit is the Finger Bay Formation, which largely consists of Eocene tholeiitic basaltic to mafic andesitic lava flows, sills, and pyroclastic and volcanoclastic sedimentary rocks (e.g. Rubenstone, 1984; Kay & Kay, 1994) . The oldest plutonic unit is the small tholeiitic Eocene Finger Bay gabbroic to quartz monzodiorite pluton exposed in north-central Adak, whose age is constrained by a biotite 37Á89 6 0Á23 Ma Ar/Ar age (FB8-19; Jicha et al., 2006 ) and a 36Á83 6 0Á80 Ma U/Pb zircon age (FB8-2; Table 1 ). The next oldest plutonic unit is the calc-alkaline Tertiary Hidden Bay pluton on southern Adak, whose radioisotopic ages range from 34Á8 to 30Á9 Ma and show a general episodic northward trend with time (Table 1; Figs 2  and 3a) . The sub-to lower greenschist metamorphic overprint on the Finger Bay Volcanic Formation and Finger Bay Pluton has been ascribed to hydrothermal . Named islands have Late Eocene to Oligocene and Miocene plutons, whose general locations are indicated by colored circles keyed to age (see Kay et al., 1990; Jicha et al., 2006; Cai et al., 2015) . The colored dashed lines show the magmatic front at $30 Ma (yellow), 15 Ma (green) and the present day (pink). Yellow dotted lines outline rotated blocks discussed by Geist et al. (1988) and white arrows show modern plate convergence directions. Ship tracks of seismic experiments discussed by Holbrook et al. (1999) and Shillington et al. (2004) are shown by white dashed lines labeled A1 and A2. (b) Map of Adak Island based on Coats (1956) , Fraser & Snyder (1959) , Citron et al. (1980) and Kay et al. (1990) showing locations and ages of the Hidden Bay and Kagalaska plutons relative to the Eocene Finger Bay Formation (white), Finger Bay pluton, late Miocene high-Mg andesite ('adakite') of Kay (1978) and the Pleistocene-Holocene Moffett and Adagdak calc-alkaline stratovolcanoes. Stippled pattern in the Kagalaska pluton is the shattered hornfels of Fraser & Snyder (1956) . Ages are from Citron et al. (1980) , Kay et al. (1998) , Jicha et al. (2006) , Jicha & Kay (2018) and Table 1 . Points with names in the Kagalaska and Finger Bay plutons indicate the location of samples with ages in Table 1. alteration associated with the intrusion of the Hidden Bay pluton (Kay, 1983; Rubenstone, 1984) . The youngest plutonic unit is the $14Á7-14Á1 Ma Miocene Kagalaska pluton on Kagalaska and northeastern Adak islands, which lies to the north of the Hidden Bay pluton. All of these older units are cut by fine-grained to porphyritic basaltic to andesitic dikes that strike N40E, N50W and north-south (Kirk, 1981) . Some of the volcanic rocks originally mapped as the Finger Bay Formation, particularly on northern Adak, are now known to have Oligocene to Pliocene ages (Jicha et al., 2006; Jicha & Kay, 2018) . A notable Miocene unit is the small high-Mg andesite flow beneath Mount Moffett volcano, which was originally interpreted as a slab melt by Kay (1978) , and for which Defant & Drummond (1990) coined the term 'adakite'. Subsequently, Kay et al. (1998) reported an Ar/Ar age of 11Á8 6 0Á3 Ma for the 'adakite' and reinterpreted its origin as being related to fore-arc subduction erosion, rather than slab melting (see also Jicha & Kay, 2018) . The youngest magmatic activity on Adak is associated with the Pleistocene-Holocene calc-alkaline Moffett and Adagdak volcanoes.
Geometry and intrusive units of the Hidden Bay and Kagalaska plutons
As shown in Figs 1b and 2, the main exposure of the east-west elongated Hidden Bay pluton on Adak Island covers an area of $110 km 2 , with additional outcrops Citron et al. (1980) ; (4) Marlow et al. (1973) , with ages adjusted to IUGS decay constants. Error analyses of all K/Ar ages have been made consistent with those of Ar/Ar ages.
occurring on small off-shore islands to the SE and in the Gannett Lake Stock to the north. The main outcrop region has a low topographic relief in the east and a rugged high relief in the Split Top highlands in the west and along the contacts with the Finger Bay Volcanic Formation to the north and west. Most of the exposed contacts with the Finger Bay Formation appear sharp, with some showing a thin hornfels lens. A few contacts have rounded 10-20 cm wide inclusions of country rocks. Brecciated zones are also locally present. As is obvious on Google Earth, the pluton is cut by prominent fractures and joints, some of which are filled by dikes. The map of Fraser & Snyder (1959) indicates prominent N10E-trending near-vertical joints and numerous $N20E-and$N30W-striking joints that can parallel the two major faults. They suggest that the pluton was structurally emplaced along the axis of a SW-plunging NE-SW-trending syncline that approximately parallels the modern volcanic line. The six generalized plutonic units with field names of gabbro, feldspar porphyry, porphyritic diorite, diorite, granodiorite and leucogranodiorite on the map are based on field mapping, satellite and air photo imagery, and the examination of over 300 hand samples and 150 thin sections. The gabbro unit incorporates the homogeneous appearing gabbro (HB7-10) near the northern contact, a cumulate gabbro (BB8-25) near the southern boundary and the more altered olivine-bearing gabbro that occurs in satellite bodies in the Chapel Cove region. The feldspar porphyry unit along the northwestern contact is distinctive in being cut by pink aplitic veins up to 1 =2 m across and has similarities to units commonly interpreted as being near the frozen tops of magma chambers. The porphyritic diorite unit (HB7-6) surrounds the northern gabbro on three sides, and is located just east of a distinctive mafic pargasitic amphibole-bearing cumulate (HB6-202). The diorite unit has a southern part that occurs along the southern and western sides of the pluton and a northern part that separates granodiorite bodies to the north and south. The diorite units to the NE of Hidden Bay include small hornfels blocks that are interpreted as being from the contact. A third part of the diorite unit constitutes most of the outcrop near Gannett Lake (GL-110). The granodiorite unit consists of a northern lobe and two southern lobes that are approximately separated by a prominent Fraser & Snyder (1956) . Generalized map units within the Hidden Bay pluton are modified from Citron (1980) . Points labeled with sample names indicate the locations of samples, whose range of K/Ar, Ar/ Ar and U/Pb ages are listed in Table 1 and plotted in Fig. 3 . The four inferred periods of intrusion of the Hidden Bay pluton, which generally young to the north, are shown in the boxes to the right. The colors of the rims of these boxes match those of the groups of ages in the same color boxes in Fig. 3a. (See discussion in text.) fracture or fault. The final mapping unit is a prominent leucogranodiorite lens (HB6-174) within the southeastern granodiorite body.
The Kagalaska pluton is exposed over an area of $93 km 2 and comprises the northern two-thirds of Kagalaska Island and a smaller portion along the adjacent shore of Adak Island (Fig. 1b) . The pluton is dominantly composed of a white granodiorite (K7-32, K5-34) and a dark coarse-to medium-grained diorite associated with sporadic dark gabbro (K7-50) along the pluton border. The white granodiorite is cut by numerous cream-colored aplitic veins, whereas the gabbro and diorite are laced with paper-thin white aplite and rare thick coarse pink K-feldspar-rich aplites. The contact with the Finger Bay Formation on Kagalaska Strait and the southern side of Cabin Cove is marked by a shattered hornfels of the Finger Bay Formation that is intimately injected with granodiorite, quartz diorite and gabbro. Pink K-feldspar-rich veins and white aplitic veins are abundant in the region.
Ages of the Hidden Bay and Kagalaska plutons
The Oligocene age of the Hidden Bay pluton and the middle Miocene age of the Kagalaska pluton are well established based on field relations and radioisotopic ages. The new and existing ages in Table 1 include the K/Ar ages for the Kagalaska pluton of Marlow et al. (1973) , K/Ar and Ar/Ar ages for the Hidden Bay and Kagalaska plutons of Citron et al. (1980) and Jicha et al. (2006) , and new Ar/Ar and U/Pb zircon ages from our study. The locations of the dated samples from the Hidden Bay pluton are shown in Fig. 2 , and those in the Finger Bay and Kagalaska plutons in Fig. 1b . The new Ar/Ar ages were determined at the University of Wisconsin-Madison using the methods of Jicha et al. (2006) . The U/Pb zircon ages for Hidden Bay sample BW8-1 and Finger Bay sample FB8-2 were obtained by laser ablation inductively coupled mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS) at the University of Arizona LaserChron Center. The U/Pb zircon thermal ionization mass spectrometry (TIMS) ages for samples HB7-6, GL5-110 and HB6-10 were obtained at Boise State University using the methods of Rivera et al. (2013; Supplementary Data 1a;  supplementary data are available for downloading at http://www.petrology.oxfordjournals.org). Significantly, only two of the 168 206 Pb*/ 238 U* TIMS ages in Fig. 3b are older than the other Hidden Bay pluton ages and both have high uncertainties. One of these ages (39 6 7 Ma) is within error of the Hidden Bay pluton, and the other, which is more problematic (59 6 14 Ma), is within error of what could be expected from the oldest part of the underlying basement ($45-50 Ma). The oldest ages from the Hidden Bay pluton, which are up to 35Á9 Ma, are mostly Ar/Ar amphibole and biotite ages from diorite and mafic granodiorite units on the southern margin of the pluton or the southern granodiorite bodies. Notably, all three ages over 34Á5 Ma have uncertainties > 60Á80 Ma and are from samples that also yielded younger biotite or amphibole ages. In detail, mafic granodiorite I8-1 has a 35Á85 6 0Á98 Ma amphibole Ar/Ar age (Jicha et al., 2006) , a new 34Á09 6 0Á06 Ma biotite Ar/Ar age and a 32Á19 6 0Á74 Ma biotite K/Ar age ; sample HB6-125 has 34Á75 6 0Á95 Ma amphibole and 34Á50 6 0Á27 Ma biotite Ar/Ar ages (Jicha et al., 2006) ; and sample HB120D has 34Á59 6 0Á80 Ma biotite and 31Á8 6 0Á82 Ma amphibole K/Ar ages . Granodiorite BW8-1 from the southwestern granodiorite has new 34Á29 6 0Á05 Ma biotite Ar/Ar and 33Á4 6 1Á0 Ma U/Pb zircon ages and a 32Á99 6 0Á76 Ma biotite K/Ar age . Diorites or mafic granodiorites to the north and east, or on the northern edge of the southeastern granodiorite and in dikes generally, have younger maximum ages of $33Á4 to $32Á8 Ma. Diorite HB5-159 on the border of the northern granodiorite yielded a new 33Á36 6 0Á08 Ma biotite Ar/Ar age that is within error of a 32Á71 6 0Á76 Ma biotite K/Ar age from granodiorite HB5-192 . Mafic granodiorite HB7-23B has a 33Á43 6 0Á58 Ma biotite K/Ar age . Porphyritic diorite HB7-6 from the pluton's northern border yielded new 33Á37 6 0Á36 Ma biotite Ar/Ar, 33Á63 6 0Á04 Ma zircon U/Pb and 32Á20 6 0Á20 Ma plagioclase Ar/Ar ages. Mafic granodiorite HB6-10 from the SE granodiorite with a 31Á51 6 0Á96 Ma biotite K/Ar age yielded new 32Á89 6 0Á04 Ma zircon U/Pb and 32Á82 6 0Á09 Ma biotite Ar/Ar ages. Mafic dikes HB6-83j and HB6-51cutting the diorite, respectively yielded new 33Á36 6 0Á27 Ma and 32Á8 6 0Á42 Ma groundmass Ar/Ar ages. Gabbros near the prominent NE-trending fracture yielded younger ages with homogeneous gabbro HB7-10 and gabbroic cumulate BB8-25 respectively giving new 32Á46 6 0Á32 Ma and 31Á94 6 0Á50 Ma Ar/Ar plagioclase ages. Pargasite-bearing diorite cumulate HB5-202 yielded a new 32Á79 6 0Á26 Ma amphibole Ar/Ar age.
The youngest ages from the Hidden Bay pluton come from the leucogranodiorite and the Gannett Lake diorite. In detail, leucogranodiorites HB6-174 and HB5-207 from the southeastern and northern granodiorite bodies respectively yielded new plagioclase Ar/Ar ages of 30Á90 6 0Á14 Ma and 31Á06 6 0Á09 Ma. The amphibole from HB5-207 yielded a less precise Ar/Ar age of 31Á24 6 0Á34 Ma. The Gannett Lake diorite, which was previously considered to be middle Miocene in accord with a location north of the Hidden Bay pluton (Kay et al., 1982 (Kay et al., , 1990 ) yielded Oligocene 31Á68 6 0Á06 Ma biotite Ar/Ar and 31Á09 6 0Á04 Ma U/Pb zircon ages.
Published and new biotite Ar/Ar ages for the Kagalaska pluton range from 13Á9 6 0Á32 to 14Á7 6 0Á05 Ma. The most precise and oldest age is a new 14Á70 6 0Á05 Ma Ar/Ar age from granodiorite Kag5-34 on Kagalaska Island (Fig. 1b) . Other K/Ar and Ar/Ar ages from samples on Adak Island reported by Jicha et al. (2006) and Citron et al. (1980) are 14Á24 6 0Á71 Ma for interstitial biotite in gabbro Kag7-50 and 14Á14 6 0Á12 and 13Á90 6 0Á32 Ma for biotite from granodiorites Kag7- Table 1 plotted in groups relative to the four intrusive episodes discussed in the text. Boxes bracket the preferred ages of the samples included in each age group, with the rim colors matching those of the age boxes in Fig. 2 . Names of dated samples are indicated above the age or group of ages for individual samples, with vertical dotted lines separating ages of different samples. Points for the measured ages are coded for dating method and mineral type as indicated in the legend. The error range on each point is indicated by a continuous vertical line. (b) Individual laser ablation ages for zircons from Hidden Bay diorite porphyry HB7-6, granodiorite HB6-10 and Gannett Lake diorite GL-110 plotted versus Ti-Zr temperature in C for the corresponding zircons. Horizontal lines show error limits on individual ages. Composite zircon ages based on these laser ablation ages are those reported in the figure legend and Table 1 and plotted in Fig. 2 . All zircon age data and temperatures are reported in Supplementary Data 1b.
32 and Kag7-32a. A 12Á38 6 0Á53 Ma amphibole Ar/Ar age from Kag7-32 and adjusted 14Á1 6 3 Ma amphibole and 13Á5 6 1Á2 Ma biotite K/Ar ages from Marlow et al. (1973) overlap within their uncertainties.
Petrography and modes of the Hidden Bay and Kagalaska plutons
The modes of 17 representative Hidden Bay and Kagalaska pluton samples based on the point counts reported in Table 2 are plotted in the IUGS quartz-alkali feldspar-plagioclase plutonic classification diagram (Le Maitre et al., 2002) in Fig. 4 . Rock types can be seen to range from gabbro to granodiorite with the Na-rich aplite (HB6-31A) falling in the granite field and the Krich aplites (K7-17b and K7-19a) in the alkali feldspar granite-syenite fields. Unlike plutons in most modern oceanic arcs (e.g. Tanzawa pluton in the Izu-Bonin arc; Kawate & Arima, 1998) , the intermediate plutonic rocks plot in the granodiorite rather than the tonalite field. The petrography of the major units is briefly described below, and more complete descriptions have been given by Citron (1980) . Field mapping names are used, with the quartz monzogabbro and quartz gabbro referred to as diorite, and the granodiorite group divided into mafic granodiorite (56-59% SiO 2 ), granodiorite (61-64% SiO 2 ) and leucogranodiorite (66-69% SiO 2 ).
The Hidden Bay gabbros are characterized by fine-to medium-grained hypidiomorphic, subophitic or cumulate textures and are predominantly composed of plagioclase and augite with amphibole rimming augite and occasional bladed hypersthene surrounding augite. Minor amounts of olivine occur in gabbros in the Chapel Cove area. In detail, the northern gabbro (HB7-10) is a dark homogeneous, hypidiomorphic mediumgrained rock, predominantly composed of plagioclase and pyroxene with subordinate secondary hornblende and a few ragged flakes of biotite. The southern gabbro (BW8-25) has a cumulate texture marked by a pronounced alignment of gray plagioclase laths.
The Hidden Bay feldspar porphyry (BW7-28) largely consists of up to 4 mm long dark gray plagioclase laths ($70%) that can have discontinuous K-feldspar rims. These laths occur with larger equant patchy zoned plagioclase containing small amphibole inclusions, clinopyroxene rimmed by pale green amphibole, and small amounts of biotite poikilitically enclosed in amphibole or surrounding Fe-Ti oxides. All of these grains are in a matrix composed of micrographic or xenomorphic intergrowths of quartz and potassium feldspar. Zircon is a common accessory phase.
The Hidden Bay porphyritic diorite units largely consist of unzoned plagioclase laths, poikilitic hornblende sieved with plagioclase and quartz that can be intergrown with or rimmed by biotite, augite, Fe-Ti oxides and titanite enclosed in amphibole, and rounded K-feldspar oikocrysts enclosing plagioclase and amphibole. The groundmass is composed of equant plagioclase grains in a felted groundmass with interstitial quartz and K-feldspar forming up to 15% of the mode.
The typical Hidden Bay diorite has a medium-to coarse-grained hypidiomorphic texture with augite, amphibole, biotite and Fe-Ti oxides constituting more than 40% of the mode. Plagioclase is typified by little to no zoning and has sparse rims of K-feldspar. Amphibole is generally abundant and commonly rims augite, which seldom exceeds 7% of the mode. Biotite generally surrounds amphibole, which in turn can be replacing augite. The largest Fe-Ti oxide grains are enclosed in amphibole. Irregular quartz and K-feldspar grains fill interstices. The northern diorite lens is notably richer in mafic minerals, particularly amphibole, than the southern diorite, in which augite is locally more abundant than amphibole. A distinctive coarsegrained layered mafic diorite (HB6-202) with clusters of pargasitic amphibole and plagioclase grains up to 6 mm across occurs near the northern contact.
The Hidden Bay granodiorite (BW7-24, HB7-19) generally has hypidiomorphic granular to porphyritic textures and is finer grained than the diorite. Plagioclase forms 40-50% of the mode with most grains showing fine oscillatory zoning that can be patchy in the cores of larger grains. Rims of K-feldspar can be up to 0Á5 mm thick on plagioclase. Generally, augite is rimmed or replaced by amphibole and biotite, and hypersthene is rimmed by augite or amphibole. Both amphibole and biotite occur, with the amount of amphibole decreasing when augite is present. Interstitial and fine-grained quartz and turbid K-feldspar can form up to 25% of the mode and micrographic intergrowths, K-feldspar oikocrysts and rare myrmekitic textures occur. Zircon and apatite along with secondary chlorite, titanite and epidote is present in small amounts.
Most of the Hidden Bay leucogranodiorite (HB6-175) occurs in a lens in the east-west-trending granodiorite and is locally present (HB5-207) in the northern granodiorite. The leucogranodiorite is generally a fine-to medium-grained (0Á5-1 mm), pinkish, pyroxene-free unit containing zoned plagioclase and <10% biotite and amphibole. Amphibole largely occurs as scattered fibrous grains. Larger anhedral grains of K-feldspar are occasionally perthitic. Veins of Na-rich aplite (HB6-31a) are present.
Fine-grained, rounded and partly digested diorite enclaves (HB260I) of varying sizes are common in the Hidden Bay granodiorite and leucogranodiorite and some of the diorite, but absent in the gabbro and porphyritic diorite. They consist of randomly oriented plagioclase laths and varying amounts of poikilitic hornblende and biotite. Some are porphyritic with plagioclase grains up to 3-4 mm across. Clinopyroxene is sometimes present. The enclaves are distinctive in lacking well-defined mineral grains and in having a salt and pepper texture.
Aplite veins (HB7-14a) with a grain size <0Á2 mm and well-defined chill margins occur in the diorite to leucogranodiorite and are common in the leucogranodiorite. Thin meandering veins also cut the northern gabbro. The aplites are mostly xenomorphic granular aggregates of quartz and K-feldspar that surround a few plagioclase grains. Granophyric intergrowths are occasionally present. Chlorite and epidote commonly replace biotite, and apatite and zircon and titanite are common accessories. The Kagalaska gabbro and diorite largely consist of plagioclase that is lath-shaped or ophitically intergrown with augite, green amphibole that generally surrounds and rims biotite, Fe-Ti oxides and rare elongate hypersthene. Magnetite, quartz and plagioclase with K-feldspar rims occur in interstices. The white granodiorite generally has a coarse-to medium-grained, hypidiomorphic, granular texture and consists of more than 85% lath-shaped plagioclase, K-feldspar and anhedral quartz with prismatic amphibole and biotite. The amphibole and biotite can be interleaved with chlorite and magnetite.
HIDDEN BAY AND KAGALASKA PLUTON MINERALOGY AND THERMOBAROMETRY
Mineral compositions in the Hidden Bay and Kagalaska plutons generally fall in the range of those in continental calc-alkaline plutons. Representative analyses are given in Tables 3-5 , with all analyses provided in Supplementary Data 2. Compositions were determined using wavelength-dispersive spectrometers on a JEOL733 electron microprobe in the Cornell Center for Materials Research. Analyses were carried out at 15 keV with a current of 15 nA and counting times of 60 s for all elements except Na, which was counted for 40 s. Analyses were refined with the Bence-Albee program and are relative to mineral and rock standards from the Smithsonian Institution, Carnegie Institution and Cornell University collections (basalt glass A-99, Juan de Fuca, clinopyroxene PX-1, Kakanui hornblende, hematite, rutile, rhodonite, Lake County plagioclase, microcline and chromite).
Plagioclase and alkali feldspar compositions and thermometry
Anorthite (An) contents of plagioclase and alkali feldspar in representative samples from the Hidden Bay and Kagalaska plutons are plotted in Fig. 5 from the data in Supplementary Data 2-1. Plagioclase in the Hidden Bay pluton generally ranges from An62 to An19, with most units having grains with An60 to 40 cores; plagioclase in the Kagalaska pluton ranges from An66 to 22. In general, FeO concentrations decrease with An content from a high of 0Á78% in the gabbro to an average of 0Á20% in the leucogranodiorite. Orthoclase (Or) contents in plagioclase generally increase with albite (Ab) contents, but remain below Or 4. K-feldspar with compositions ranging from Or95 to Or85 occurs in the granodioritic to aplitic units and sometimes in diorite.
Trends in plagioclase compositions in the Hidden Bay pluton vary with rock type, with zoning patterns becoming more complex as the pluton becomes more silicic. In detail, An contents in gabbro HB7-10 cluster around An60, with most grains showing normal zoning, although a few have An40-50 cores and mild oscillatory zoning. Grains in porphyritic diorite HB7-6 mainly show normal zoning (An57-44) with a few having slight oscillatory zoning. Likewise, plagioclase in northern diorite HB5-160 is mainly normally zoned (An51-39). This pattern changes as more complex oscillatory, reverse and truncation zoning becomes more common in the more silicic units. In particular, the plagioclase in granodiorite HB6-83K shows reverse oscillatory zoning over a range from An54 to An39, whereas that in the more felsic granodiorite HB6-345 and leucogranodiorite HB6-175 has stronger oscillatory zoning over a wider compositional range (An63-21). A grain in granodiorite HB6-345 has truncation zoning with an An39 core and an An53 rim. The pattern is distinct in aplite HB7-13A, where larger slightly corroded grains are normally zoned from An40 to An22 and small grains cluster around An23-25. Plagioclase in diorite inclusion HB6-260 ranges from An62 to An26 and shows sharp oscillatory and pronounced truncation and reverse zoning. Other small tabular $An43 grains are poikilitically enclosed in hornblende.
K-feldspar grains with compositions between Or87 and Or91 at <An0Á5 (Fig. 5 ) occur as oikocrysts in the Hidden Bay porphyritic diorite and as phenocrysts in the southern diorite (HB6-120D). The range widens to Or78-93 in the granodiorites with An reaching 11.
Feldspar compositions in the Kagalaska pluton show both similarities to and differences from those in the Hidden Bay pluton. In particular, plagioclase in gabbro K7-50, like that in the Hidden Bay gabbro, is mostly normally zoned over a generally similar range (An67-39). In contrast, the plagioclase in white granodiorite K7-32A differs from that in the Hidden Bay in showing mostly 
*Based on plagioclase-liquid equilibria using equation 27b in Putirka (2008) . Feldspar analyses are given in Electronic Supplement 2-1. Point: Point: Point: HB6-329 HB6-260i normal zoning from An44 to An26 and in lacking compositions >An45. The plagioclase in inclusion K7-34B has sharp oscillatory zoning over a restricted range (An45-37) and can have An23 blebs in the cores. The large phenocrysts in porphyritic Kagalaska dike K7-3D show fine oscillatory zoning from An39 to An31 and can have thick fuzzy $An30 rims. K-feldspar in the Kagalaska pluton ranges from Or91 to Or81 in composition. Feldspar temperatures calculated using coexisting plagioclase and K-feldspar compositions with equation (27b) of Putirka (2008) are listed in Table 3 and plotted in Fig. 5 . Pressure estimates are based on coexisting amphibole compositions discussed below. Determining temperatures depends on selecting feldspar pairs in equilibrium, which can be problematic. For the purposes here, core and rim plagioclase compositions have been matched with interstitial K-feldspar, yielding a range of temperatures that can reflect magmatic to post-crystallization conditions. The highest feldspar temperatures, which are for granodiorite HB6-345, range from 880 to 802 C and probably reflect crystallization conditions. A temperature of 739 C from a rimgroundmass pair in that sample could reflect late cooling. A feldspar pair from leucogranodiorite HB6-175 also yields a possible crystallization temperature of 847 C, whereas temperatures of 607-407 C from this and other samples are at best late crystallization to subsolidus temperatures. Temperatures from 422 to 407 C from the leucogranodiorite and the aplite approach those of hydrothermal fluids and are in line with experimental work discussed by Lundstrom (2009) . Two feldspar temperatures from the Kagalaska gabbro and granodiorite ranging from 695 to 576 C reflect late crystallization to subsolidus conditions.
Pyroxene and olivine compositions and thermometry
Representative pyroxene compositions from Hidden Bay and Kagalaska gabbroic to granodioritic units, hornfels BB8-27 and dike BB8-10 are listed in Table 4 , with all analyses given in Supplementary Data 2-3a and b. Structural formulae and ferric and ferrous Fe are calculated based on six oxygens and all analyses with total Fe as FeO are plotted on the Wo-En-Fs pyroxene quadrilateral in Fig. 6 . The only olivine observed in either pluton is from a Hidden Bay gabbro pod SW of Chapel Cove and has a composition of Fo72Á5 (CC6-89; Supplementary Data 2-2).
Clinopyroxene with augitic or calcic augitic compositions occurs in Hidden Bay gabbroic to granodioritic units and in the Kagalaska gabbro. As shown in Fig. 6 , compositions in the Hidden Bay pluton with all Fe as FeO range from $Wo48 En45 Fs7 in gabbro HB7-10 to Wo47 En39 Fs14 in granodiorite HB6-329, with trends to lower En and Wo contents in southern granodiorites HB6-83k and HB6-169. The composition of the augite rimmed by amphibole in gabbro HB7-10 is particularly 
notable for its high Al 2 O 3 (2Á7-5Á6 wt %) concentration at a high Mg/(Mg þ Fe*) ratio (0Á78-0Á83), and for being compositionally similar to that in cognate xenoliths (Conrad & Kay, 1984; Conrad et al. 1983) and mafic andesite phenocrysts (Kay & Kay, 1985b) in PleistoceneHolocene Mt Moffett lavas. Likewise, the augite in basaltic dike BB8-10A has a higher Al 2 O 3 (3Á9-5Á3 wt %) concentration than that in other samples (1Á2-2Á9 wt % in gabbro BB25; 0Á96-2Á7 wt % in hornfels BB8-27, 0Á3-1Á0 wt % in Kagalaska gabbro Kag7-50; 0Á5-1Á97 wt % in other Hidden Bay and Kagalaska units). As with Al 2 O 3 concentrations, TiO 2 concentrations are also notably higher in augite in gabbros HB7-10 and BB8-25 (0Á45-0Á97 wt %) than in the other units (most <0Á59 wt %). Hypersthene coexists with augite in southern cumulate gabbro BB8-25 (Wo1 En70 Fs29) and in most of the diorite (Wo1-3 En63-68 Fs31-35) and granodiorite (Wo1-4 En57-65 Fs32-39) samples from the Hidden Bay pluton. The hypersthene in southern granodiorite HB6-83K is notable for having lower Mg (En68-61) and relatively high Ca (Wo2-4) concentrations. In contrast to the Hidden Bay pluton, no hypersthene was found in samples from the Kagalaska pluton.
The augite compositions in the diorite inclusions in the Hidden Bay pluton overlap those in the Hidden Bay diorites and granodiorites, whereas hypersthene compositions are more Mg rich with $En69-71 grains enclosed in amphibole and small heavily corroded En63-64 yellowish grains (Fig. 6) .
Temperatures calculated from coexisting augite and hypersthene in the Hidden Bay pluton using the twopyroxene RIMG calibration recommended by Putirka (2008) are shown in Table 5 and plotted in Fig. 6 . As a test of the relative degree of equilibrium of coexisting pairs, Putirka (2008) recommended a cpx/opx (Fe-Mg) Kd of 1Á09 6 0Á14. As no Hidden Bay pair meets this criterion, the range of Kd values was expanded to 0Á53 to allow for approximate temperatures. With this caveat, maximum temperatures range from 947 to 788 C and are similar to those (962-780 C) calculated using pressures from amphibole compositions discussed below. The highest temperature (947 C) is from diorite inclusion HB6-260i, with the next highest (936 C) from southern granodiorite HB6-83k. The high temperatures for cumulate gabbro BB8-25 (853-828 C), hornfels BB8-27 (843 C) and northern diorite (849-839 C) are all near 845 C. That for northern leucogranodiorite HB6-139 is 788 C. The non-equilibrium pairs all give temperatures below 765 C. As a comparison with the Captains Bay pluton on Unalaska Island (Fig. 1a) , Citron (1980) used pyroxene analyses of Perfit (1977) to show that two pyroxene temperatures for the Captains Bay pyroxenes are $50 C higher than those for the Hidden Bay pyroxenes (see Table 5 ) when the Wells modified Wood-Banno thermometer is used for both. As noted by Kay et al. (1990) , this is consistent with a higher H 2 O concentration and fO 2 in the Hidden Bay pluton, leading to lower pyroxene temperatures and earlier crystallization of amphibole. Further, as noted by Perfit et al. (1980) for the Captains Bay pluton, the Hidden Bay pyroxene temperatures do not mirror any expected differentiation sequence, suggesting that some of these temperatures may reflect partial equilibration during cooling in accord with remnant augite in orthopyroxene grains.
Amphibole compositions and thermobarometry, water content and oxygen fugacity
Amphibole occurs in all units of the Hidden Bay and Kagalaska plutons. Representative analyses are given in Table 6 , and all analyses with cation proportions based on 13 oxygens (Leake et al., 1997) are listed in Table 4 and all analyses are reported in Supplementary Data 2-3a and b. Ranges of coexisting pyroxene temperatures from Table 5 from Putirka (2008) are listed in the same color as the sample points. 1-2  1-1  2-3  3  2-2  2  1-2  2-3  3-2   SiO 2  52Á81  48Á11  52Á66  45Á21  44Á03  48Á38  42Á66  42Á63  51Á87  TiO 2  0Á71  1Á81  0Á24  2Á20  2Á82  1Á55  3Á65  3Á41  0Á80  Al 2 O 3  3Á66  6Á77  2Á55  9Á36  10Á03  6Á64  11Á74  11Á41  4Á55  Fe 2 O 3  3Á15  5Á15  4Á69  6Á16  8Á55  5Á72  5Á78  3Á91  3Á61  FeO  6Á08  6Á28  9Á21  5Á41  2Á56  7Á29  6Á55  9Á04  7Á01  MnO  0Á41  0Á31  0Á70  0Á26  0Á17  0Á24  0Á26  0Á35  0Á38  MgO  17Á82  16Á36  15Á72  15Á87  16Á20  15Á17  14Á17  13Á37  17Á02  CaO  12Á65  12Á55  12Á83  12Á42  11Á46  11Á61  11Á61  11Á79  12Á48  Na 2 47Á40  51Á87  49Á49  49Á85  50Á91  50Á26  50Á58  49Á65  49Á46  48Á19  TiO 2  1Á01  1Á24  0Á49  1Á47  1Á37  0Á97  1Á40  1Á17  1Á40  0Á76  1Á58  Al 2 O 3  4Á93  5Á84  2Á23  6Á20  5Á50  4Á01  5Á06  4Á79  5Á28  5Á08  5Á63  Fe 2 O 3  5Á91  6Á74  2Á35  4Á75  6Á62  0Á00  1Á58  3Á85  4Á97  9Á85  6Á00  FeO  9Á74  10Á07  14Á20  7Á92  6Á58  12Á51  9Á59  8Á95  8Á27  5Á35  7Á02  MnO  0Á35  0Á38  0Á33  0Á39  0Á55  0Á34  0Á37  0Á43  0Á49  0Á55  0Á43  MgO  14Á35  13Á68  13Á69  15Á45  15Á75  14Á61  16Á02  15Á53  15Á26  14Á60  15Á28  CaO  11Á90  11Á52  12Á66  11Á74  11Á60  14Á30  12Á60  12Á04  11Á82  11Á07  11Á62  Na 2 O  1 Á57  1Á80  0Á54  1Á40  1Á28  0Á80  1Á20  1Á12  1Á18  0Á58  1Á20  K 2 O  0 Á46  0Á58  0Á15  0Á60  0Á49  0Á28  0Á32  0Á45  0Á48  0Á29  0Á49  Total  97Á71  99Á24  98Á52  99Á42  99Á59  98Á73  98Á40  98Á92  98Á80  97Á60 52Á53  50Á16  46Á98  49Á81  47Á86  45Á75  51Á24  50Á31  51Á90  50Á48  TiO 2  0Á61  1Á06  1Á77  1Á23  1Á90  2Á04  0Á60  1Á00  0Á89  0Á84  Al 2 O 3  2Á73  4Á60  6Á60  4Á65  7Á16  8Á26  3Á68  4Á96  4Á67  4Á30  Fe 2 O 3  1Á42  5Á31  7Á96  8Á20  6Á38  5Á29  8Á19  6Á92  5Á86  6Á31  FeO  6Á73  5Á62  6Á13  2Á42  6Á34  9Á49  3Á15  5Á85  5Á11  4Á86  MnO  0Á24  0Á37  0Á35  0Á29  0Á31  0Á49  0Á57  0Á50  0Á45  0Á51  MgO  18Á46  16Á78  15Á51  18Á39  15Á22  13Á04  17Á80  16Á66  17Á55  17Á28  CaO  12Á92  11Á91  11Á40  11Á68  11Á37  11Á34  12Á21  12Á54  12Á25  12Á21  Na 2 O  0 Á62  0Á92  1Á92  1Á45  1Á36  1Á54  0Á41  0Á64  0Á88  0Á83  K 2 O  0 Á22  0Á35  0Á69  0Á54  0Á67  0Á82  0Á31  0Á49  0Á40  0Á35  Total  96Á48  97Á08  99Á31  98Á66  98Á57  98Á06  98Á16  99Á87  99Á96 Fig. 7a and b, compositions plot mostly in the hornblende and tremolite-actinolite fields or near the pargasite-tschermakite border on a plot of Na þ K versus Si formula units and in the tremolite-actinolite, magnesio-hornblende and tschermakitic pargasite fields on a plot of total Al versus Al IV per formula unit. The pargasitic compositions in cumulate diorite HB6-202 are particularly notable as their Al, total alkalis and Ti concentrations are above the common range in calc-alkaline plutons, and can be higher than in amphibole in Aleutian calc-alkaline volcanic rocks (Kay & Kay, 1985b) and their ultramafic and mafic xenoliths (Conrad & Kay, 1984; DeBari et al., 1987) . Tschermakitic compositions with >2 wt % TiO 2 occur in amphibole in diorite porphyry HB7-6 and gabbro HB8-25. As shown on a plot of Mg-number versus Al IV per formula unit in Fig. 7c , the highest Mg-numbers in hornblende and actinolite descend in order from the Hidden Bay diorite porphyry HB7-6 to the Kagalaska gabbro K7-50 to the Hidden Bay gabbros HB7-10 and HB8-25. Other hornblende and actinolite compositions tend to decrease in Mg-number from granodiorite to diorite, with the most scattered and lowest Mg-numbers occurring in actinolite in diorite HB120d. The actinolite in the Hidden Bay leucogranodiorite and Kagalaska granodiorite has a higher Mg-number than that in the Hidden Bay granodiorite, and the amphibole analyses in the aplite can plot in the magnesio-hornblende field.
Temperatures, pressures, log fO 2 and wt % H 2 O for amphibole crystallization in the Hidden Bay and Kagalaska plutons calculated using the 'Amp calc' spreadsheet from Appendix 2 of Ridolfi et al. (2010) are shown in Fig. 8a-d and listed in Table 5 and Supplementary Data 2-4. As these graphs were calibrated using experimental data for amphibole and analyses in volcanic rocks by Ridolfi et al. (2010) , their use for plutonic rocks stretches the calibrations, although this is mitigated by the fine-grained nature of most of the Hidden Bay and Kagalaska plutonic rocks. These calibrations provide the only control on pressure, log fO 2 and wt % H 2 O, whereas the temperature can be viewed along with those from feldspar and pyroxene compositions in Figs 5 and 6, and Ti-Zr contents in zircon in Fig. 3b .
Using the P-T calibration in Fig. 8a from Ridolfi et al. (2010) , the Hidden Bay pluton tschermakitic pargasite in cumulate diorite HB6-202 gives a depth of $12-11 km (350-300 MPa) at $950-975 C, that in porphyritic diorite HB7-6 a depth of $8 km (200 MPa) at $930 C, and that in cumulate gabbro BB8-25 a depth of $7 km (6 MPa) at 910 C. The only other depths over 4 km are suggested by the hornblende analyses in diorite inclusion HB6-260i that yield temperatures of $825-850 C. The Mg hornblende in the Kagalaska gabbro suggests a depth of $2Á8-1Á8 km (75-40 MPa) at $815-780 C. Most of the Mg-hornblende in the Hidden Bay diorite and granodiorite suggests depths of $4-2 km ($100-50 MPa) at 840-800 C for the diorite and at 800-750 C for the granodiorite. The tremolite-actinolite analyses common to many samples suggest depths of <2 km (<45 MPa) at 710-750 C. Analyses from the aplite and some of those from the Hidden Bay diorite porphyry and cumulate gabbro and the Kagalaska gabbro plot outside the volcanic amphibole field and above the thermal stability limit (Fig. 8c) .
The log fO 2 and wt % H 2 O suggested by the Hidden Bay and Kagalaska pluton analyses using the Ridolfi et al. (2010) graphs are shown in Fig. 8b and c. The tschermakitic pargasite analyses in diorite cumulate HB6-202, giving a depth of 14-12 km at 950-980 C, yield 5Á5-4Á2 wt % H 2 O at a log fO 2 just above the nickelnickel oxide buffer (NNO). The tschermakitic pargasite analyses in porphyry HB7-6 and cumulate gabbro BB8-25, giving depths of 8Á2-7Á2 km at 930-910 C, yield $4-5 wt % H 2 O at a log fO 2 just below NNO þ 2. The majority of the Mg hornblende analyses, yielding depths of 4-2Á5 km at $850-750 C, give $3Á5-4Á5 wt % H 2 O at a log fO 2 near NNO. Notably, the analyses from the Kagalaska granodiorite yield a higher log fO 2 (>NNO þ 2) at a comparable temperature than those from the Hidden Bay granodiorite (near NNO þ 2).
Phlogopite and biotite compositions
As shown in Fig. 9 , micas with phlogopite and biotite compositions are widespread in the Hidden Bay and Kagalaska plutons, and their analyses show the widest range in Mg-number Mg/(Mg þ Fe*) among the mafic silicates. Representative analyses are given in Table 7 , with all analyses with structural formulae based on 22 oxygens reported in Supplementary Data 2-5. The wt % H 2 O is calculated from charge balance and site occupancies following Tindle & Webb (1990) . As in pyroxene and amphibole analyses, Al IV /Ti ratios in the micas vary from $4 to 1. In detail, Mg-numbers in micas in the Hidden Bay pluton range from 0Á73-0Á74 in the phlogopite in cumulate gabbro BB8-25 and hornfels BB8-27 to 0Á50-0Á52 in the biotite in southern diorite HB-120d. Mgnumbers in the other diorite and granodiorite samples range from 0Á55 to 0Á68, with the highest values in leucogranodiorite HB6-174 and those in biotite in aplite HB7-13a (0Á60-0Á62) in the mid-range. Mg-numbers in the biotite in the Kagalaska pluton increase from 0Á55-0Á59 in gabbro K7-50 to 0Á60-0Á64 in white leucogranodiorite K7-32a. Overall, biotite in the Kagalaska pluton is more Al-rich than that in the Hidden Bay pluton. A notable feature in both plutons is that the biotite, like the amphibole (Fig. 7c) , in the leucogranodiorites has higher Mg-numbers than that in the granodiorites.
Oxide phases, temperatures and oxygen fugacities
Low-Ti titanomagnetite is the most common oxide phase in the Hidden Bay and Kagalaska plutons, and unlike in the Captains Bay pluton on Unalaska (Perfit, 1977) , titanomagnetite is present in biotite-rich samples (e.g. HB6-120D). Where ilmenite is present in the Hidden Bay gabbro, diorite and granodiorite, it typically occurs as rhombohedral lamellae or rare inclusions in magnetite grains. The most extensive ilmenite lamellae occur in the gabbro, and both ilmenite lamellae and relict individual titanomagnetite and ilmenite grains occur in propylitically altered diorite sample CC6-80. Hematite, rutile rods and titanite occur in Hidden Bay leucogranodiorite HB6-175 and aplite HB7-13a and Kagalaska leucogranodiorite K7-32A.
Magnetite and ilmenite analyses with total Fe recalculated as FeO and Fe 2 O 3 are listed in Supplementary Data 2-6. The wt % TiO 2 is generally low in magnetite, with a general range from 0Á16 wt % in gabbro HB7-10 to 6Á23 wt % in diorite HB6-120D. Overall, wt % MgO tends to decrease as wt % MnO and FeO increase in going from gabbro to granodiorite. The wt % Cr 2 O 3 and Al 2 O 3 show no obvious trends, whereas wt % MnO ranges from 3Á0% in ilmenite in the southern gabbro to 8Á8% in wispy ilmenite in the propylitically altered diorite. MnO concentrations (5Á9-7Á2 wt %) in the ilmenite in Kagalaska gabbro K7-50 overlap those in ilmenite inclusions in Hidden Bay diorite HB6-260I and diorite porphyry HB7-6. In accord with low ulvö spinel contents in magnetite, temperatures ($450-690 C) and oxygen fugacities (log fO 2 $13-20 bars) calculated using the Andersen & Lindsley (1988) magnetite-ilmenite calibration (see Supplementary Data 2-7) reflect latest magmatic and sub-solidus conditions. The independent magnetite and ilmenite grains in propylitically altered diorite CC6-80 yield a temperature of 860 C.
Ti-Zr in zircon geothermometry
Other temperature constraints for the Hidden Bay pluton come from Ti-in-zircon geothermometry (e.g. Boehnke et al., 2013) . The full dataset from Supplementary Data Electronic Appendix 1 is plotted in Fig. 3b with temperatures from zircons in diorite HB7-6 averaging 852 C and ranging from 863 to 783 C, with outliers at 905 and 744 C, those from Gannett Lake diorite G110 averaging 839 C and ranging from 891 to 773 C with outliers at 755 and 744 C, and those from granodiorite HB76-10 averaging 834 C and ranging from 885 to 772 C with an outlier at 1107 C. These temperatures overlap the range calculated from amphibole compositions (compare with Fig. 8 ).
WHOLE-ROCK CHEMISTRY AND SR AND ND ISOTOPES IN THE HIDDEN BAY AND KAGALASKA PLUTONS Analyses and analytical methods
Representative major and trace element analyses for samples from the Hidden Bay and Kagalaska plutons and the dikes cutting them are given in Table 8 , with all analyses and analytical techniques reported in Supplementary Data Electronic Appendix 3. Analytical techniques for samples analyzed at Cornell University have been reported by Goss et al. (2013) and Schaen et al. (2016) . Major element analyses done at Cornell University were determined either on glasses made from rock powders on a JEOL electron microprobe in the Cornell Center for Materials Research (CCMR) using the same methods as for mineral analyses, or by inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) analysis with USGS standards. Trace element analyses obtained at Cornell University were determined either by instrumental neutron activation analysis (INAA), X-ray fluorescence (XRF) or on a Thermo Finnegan ELEMENT2 magnetic sector inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) system. Other analyses were performed by ICP-MS at Washington State University using their standard procedures. Precision and accuracy for both INAA and ICP-MS are 2-5% (2r) for most elements based on replicate standard analyses. The advantage of INAA is that the analyses are done directly on rock powders, avoiding issues of incomplete sample dissolution that can occur in ICP-MS analyses of plutonic and silicic samples. The limitation of INAA is that only elements that produce adequate radioactive isotopes by neutron bombardment can be analyzed, which for the Cornell analyses includes Na, Fe, La, Ce, Nd, Sm, Eu, Tb, Yb, Lu, Sr, Ba, Cs, Ta, U, Th, Hf, Sc, Co, Cr and Ni. As such, a selection of samples analyzed by INAA and XRF were reanalyzed by ICP-MS to obtain additional elements and monitor sample dissolution. The analyses reported in Table 3 and Supplementary Data Electronic Appendix 3 are those judged to be the best combining all available analytical data.
Sr and Nd isotope analyses for selected samples are given in Table 9 .
Major element trends
The major element chemical characteristics of the Hidden Bay and Kagalaska pluton samples overlap those of continental plutons in the Sierra Nevada and Peruvian batholiths (see Kay et al., 1990) , as illustrated on the Harker diagrams in Fig. 10 and Supplementary Data Electronic Appendix 5, where the Hidden Bay and Kagalaska analyses plot within the same major element trends as samples in the NAVFAC database (www.nav dat.org) from the Tuolumne (Gray et al., 2008) and Yosemite Valley plutons (Ratajeski et al., 2001) in the Sierra Nevada in California. The diagrams further show that the Hidden Bay and Kagalaska analyses fall in the field of medium-to high-K arc rocks (Fig. 10a ) on the wt % K 2 O versus SiO 2 plot of Gill (1981) and in the calcalkaline field (Fig. 10b) on the FeO/MgO (1Á13-2Á26) versus wt % SiO 2 plot of Miyashiro (1974) . The other plots show that the intermediate plutonic units are characterized by high wt % Na 2 O (Fig. 10c ) and a peak in wt % P 2 O 5 near 58 wt % SiO 2 (Fig. 10d) , as is common in 38Á53  37Á98  37Á50  37Á89  36Á44  37Á50  37Á42  38Á07  37Á99  TiO 2  4Á80  4Á00  4Á98  4Á95  5Á25  5Á13  4Á86  4Á62  4Á32  Al 2 O 3  14Á63  14Á70  13Á66  14Á04  13Á58  14Á04  13Á90  13Á48  13Á81  FeO*  12Á36  11Á40  16Á79  16Á92  20Á35  16Á05  15Á16  16Á51  16Á59  MnO  0Á13  0Á15  0Á18  0Á18  0Á22  0Á21  0Á23  0Á27  0Á21  MgO  14Á93  18Á03  13Á49  13Á62  11Á93  14Á06  14Á30  13Á74  14Á24  CaO  0Á05  0Á06  0Á20  0Á17  0Á09  0Á05  0Á09  0Á04 Analysis:
continental margin arc magmatic rocks (Lee & Bachmann, 2014) . In general, the Hidden Bay granodiorite has higher FeO/MgO and lower wt % Na 2 O than the Kagalaska granodiorite. The mafic hornfels on the margin of the Hidden Bay pluton and the inclusions and dikes in both plutons generally contain 52-58 wt % SiO 2 .
The suite of Harker diagrams shows several other important features of the Hidden Bay and Kagalaska plutons. The first is a generally narrower range of concentration in an element at a given wt % SiO 2 in the diorite, granodiorite and leucogranodiorite units than in the mafic diorite and gabbroic units. This is attributable to most gabbro ($46-50 wt % SiO 2 ) and mafic diorite ($52-54 wt % SiO 2 ) samples containing cumulus minerals, as is evident from their petrography and trace element distributions (see below). An exception is gabbro HB7-10 (Fig. 10) , which at $51 wt % SiO 2 , has a major element composition approaching that of high-Al basalt flows from Mt Moffett and Adagdak volcanoes (see Table 10 ; e.g. Kay & Kay, 1994) . A second feature evident on the Harker diagrams is that the majority of the pluton samples plot in clusters near 56-60, 61-62 and 67-69% SiO 2 , which are separated by 'Daly' gaps (Daly, 1925) . The diorite samples with $65 wt % SiO 2 48Á46  50Á84  53Á80  53Á75  50Á64  47Á76  53Á47  53Á83  54Á13  53Á77  TiO 2  0Á69  0Á81  0Á93  0Á93  0Á92  1Á96  1Á65  0Á86  0Á82  0Á74  Al 2 O 3  15Á14  17Á74  17Á51  17Á51  17Á16  14Á55  18Á70  18Á35  18Á10  17Á65  FeO*  9Á03  9Á55  8Á32  8Á32  8Á62  11Á61  7Á96  7Á33  7Á63  7Á79  MnO  0Á14  0Á15  0Á16  0Á16  0Á16  0Á24  0Á13  0Á22  0Á13 Tb  0Á370  0Á550  0Á558  0Á579  0Á514  2Á46  0Á753  0Á670  0Á549  0Á390  Dy  --3Á29  3Á37  3Á22  14Á6  -3 Á98  2Á91  2Á29  Ho  --0Á65  0Á655  0Á64  2Á88  -0Á787  0Á528  0Á436  Er  --1Á70  1Á77  1Á68  7Á74  -2Á07  1Á28  1Á15  Tm  --0Á24  0Á244  0Á25  1Á10  -0Á293  0Á177  0Á164  Yb  1Á31  1Á67  1Á45  1Á53  1Á56  6Á79  2Á07  1Á84  1Á05  0Á99  Lu  0Á207  0Á23  0Á23  0Á244  0Á23  0Á956  0Á285  0Á268  0Á161  0Á154  Y --1 6 Á2 1 6 Á7 1 6 Á1 7 6 Á0 2 3 Á0 2 1 Á5 Ba  222  359  227  250  173  152  243  301  275  244  Cs  1Á05  1Á29  0Á48  1Á09  1Á08  0Á51  0Á61  0Á70  0Á43  0Á37  U  1 Á08  0Á99  0Á47  0Á62  0Á43  0Á68  0Á93  0Á80  1Á00  0Á54  Th  1Á99  2Á19  0Á88  1Á28  0Á86  1Á22  2Á06  1Á22  1Á49  1Á40  Zr  --64  87  59  130  67  65  105  69  Hf  2Á09  1Á84  1Á89  2Á56  1Á72  5Á17  2Á00  2Á33  2Á92  2Á01  Ta  0Á08  0Á31  0Á07  0Á13  0Á22  1Á51  - 
REE trends
The characteristics of the REE patterns of the Hidden Bay and Kagalaska plutonic and related rocks are shown in C1 chondrite-normalized REE plots in Figs 11 and 12. In the samples with REE analyzed by INAA, the connecting lines between the analyzed elements are interpolated from the surrounding analyzed REE elements. Overall, the samples show light REE (LREE) enrichment with a range of patterns that reflect their mineralogy and whole-rock compositions. The variations in these REE patterns are highlighted in plots of wt % SiO 2 versus La/ Yb that reflect the overall REE slopes (Fig. 13a) , La/Sm versus Sm/Yb ratios that reflect variations in LREE versus heavy REE (HREE) slopes (Fig. 13b) , and Dy/Dy* versus Dy/Yb ratios that show HREE trends linked to REE retention in fractionated or residual garnet, amphibole and clinopyroxene (Fig. 13c) . Patterns for the Hidden Bay gabbro, bordering hornfels and diorites are shown in Fig. 11a-c . The flattest patterns (La/Yb $4Á5-6, Fig. 13a ) are for the gabbros. Their most notable features are the positive Eu anomaly in cumulate gabbro BB8-25 that is consistent with 54Á12  58Á40  57Á50  56Á43  55Á98  57Á94  58Á88  61Á54  61Á64  67Á01  67Á38  TiO 2  0Á86  0Á81  0Á86  0Á83  1Á11  0Á92  0Á93  0Á78  0Á82  0Á61  0Á45  Al 2 O 3  17Á11  17Á77  18Á23  17Á21  16Á44  17Á10  17Á18  17Á16  17Á02  16Á33  15Á47  FeO*  8Á93  6Á22  6Á80  7Á11  7Á67  6Á96  6Á00  5Á44  5Á18  3Á42  3Á84  MnO  0Á15  0Á13  0Á14  0Á12  0Á13  0Á13  0Á11  0Á12  0Á08  0Á05  0Á09  MgO  6Á01  3Á30  3Á53  4Á90  4Á76  3Á69  3Á53  2Á39  2Á90  1Á64 Tb  0Á376  0Á520  0Á623  0Á655  0Á878  0Á793  0Á64  0Á99  0Á499  0Á365  0Á326  Dy  2Á19  2Á87  3Á77  3Á89  5Á14  4Á64  3Á49  6Á06  ---Ho  0Á432  0Á560  0Á755  0Á768  1Á007  0Á92  0Á660  1Á222  ---Er  1Á12  1Á66  2Á02  2Á14  2Á70  2Á42  1Á95  3Á33  ---Tm  0Á164  0Á270  0Á297  0Á307  0Á378  0Á35  0Á310  0Á479  ---Yb  1Á01  1Á77  1Á79  1Á91  2Á34  2Á24  2Á03  3Á03  1Á78  1Á42  1Á16  Lu  0Á162  0Á260  0Á285  0Á296  0Á363  0Á35  0Á286  0Á477  0Á248  0Á204  0Á177  Y 1 0 Á9 1 6 Á0 1 9 Á1 2 0 Á2 2 6 Á7 2 4 Á1 2 1 Á9 3 1 Á4 4 0 Á0  Rb  20  38  25  35  31  38  44  47  31  23  43  Sr  709  457  608  551  480  534  512  417  654  601  426  Pb  3Á8 Ba  191  387  366  328  312  407  562  545  361  1026  645  Cs  0Á49  1Á19  0Á77  0Á91  0Á50  1Á12  1Á16  1Á06  0Á78  0Á22  0Á55  U  0 Á89  1Á46  0Á87  1Á15  1Á42  2Á28  1Á82  2Á17  1Á20  2Á09  1Á99  Th  2Á36  3Á25  2Á07  3Á38  3Á23  5Á21  4Á40  5Á00  2Á38  5Á21  4Á88  Zr  62  178  127  148  86  120  127  139  155  167  123  Hf  1Á90  4Á49  3Á29  4Á20  2Á92  3Á46  3Á63  4Á20  4Á40  5Á13  3Á62  Ta  0Á29  0Á60  0Á38  0Á68  0Á41  0Á94  0Á61  0Á44 plagioclase accumulation and a smooth pattern with little Eu anomaly in gabbro HB7-10. As with the major elements, the REE pattern of gabbro HB7-10 is reminiscent of the patterns of Pleistocene-Holocene Adagdak and Mt Moffett high-Al basaltic lavas (see Table 10 ). The patterns of the bordering mafic hornfels (Fig. 11b ) are slightly steeper, reflecting more LREE enrichment (La/Yb ¼ 6Á3; La/Sm ¼ 2Á3; Fig. 13a and b) , consistent with higher wt % SiO 2 concentration and an igneous protolith. Most of the patterns of the mafic diorites (Fig. 11c ) differ in being steeper (La/Yb ¼ 5Á8-7Á5; Fig. 13a ) and in having moderately negative to positive Eu anomalies (0Á81-1Á05) and variable degrees of LREE enrichment (Fig. 13b) . The pattern of pargasite-rich cumulate diorite HB6-202 is notable for a pronounced concave shape and a large negative Eu anomaly, 68Á05  71Á46  76Á87  52Á02  54Á75  51Á50  58Á30  63Á73  64Á04  66Á82  66Á05  75Á77  TiO 2  0Á37  0Á45  0Á13  0Á99  0Á73  0Á95  0Á87  0Á72  0Á50  0Á45  0Á43  0Á10  Al 2 O 3  15Á72  14Á92  12Á36  17Á72  16Á37  20Á19  17Á57  16Á67  17Á18  16Á10  16Á35  12Á55  FeO*  3Á50  2Á35  1Á37  9Á85  8Á18  8Á51  7Á00  4Á05  4Á21  3Á29  3Á44  1Á14  MnO  0Á05  0Á06  0Á01  0Á11  0Á19  0Á16  0Á25  0Á08  0Á10  0Á06  0Á06 Tb  0Á37  0Á31  0Á400  0Á54  0Á72  0Á603  0Á874  0Á361  0Á42  0Á367  0Á36  0Á38  Dy  2Á22  1Á86  2Á28  3Á13  3Á79  3Á62  --2Á44  1Á99  2Á04  2Á25  Ho  0Á438  0Á388  0Á484  0Á62  0Á70  0Á70  --0Á490  0Á400  0Á41  0Á457  Er  1Á22  1Á12  1Á352  1Á63  1Á75  1Á78  --1Á37  0Á99  1Á10  1Á21  Tm  0Á191  0Á176  0Á216  0Á22  0Á24  0Á25  --0Á201  0Á150  0Á16  0Á167  Yb  1Á24  1Á15  1Á57  1Á40  1Á50  1Á614  2Á69  1Á66  1Á32  0Á86  0Á98  1Á08  Lu  0Á206  0Á202  0Á252  0Á22  0Á24  0Á24  0Á380  0Á259  0Á221  0Á120  0Á13  0Á180  Y  1 Rb  44  7  114  16  20  22  36  103  31  47  37  124  Sr  470  588  83  537  687  1000  596  425  614  483  463Á3  109  Pb  4Á3  1 Ba  557  209  68  206  303  328  567  1194  442  485  562  100  Cs  0Á58  0Á14  0Á86  2Á06  0Á63  0Á71  0Á82  1Á75  0Á49  1Á08  0Á94  0Á68  U  1 Á31  1Á46  6Á29  1Á10  1Á56  0Á93  1Á96  2Á86  1Á62  1Á79  1Á04  4Á09  Th  4Á25  5Á21  15Á12  2Á24  2Á96  1Á75  3Á60  4Á92  3Á30  3Á69  2Á87  14Á27  Zr  153  178  137  96  140  100  208  537  138  127  -120  Hf  4Á11  4Á74  4Á10  2Á70  3Á38  2Á87  6Á03  13Á76  4Á06  2Á99  -5Á25  Ta  0Á36  0Á53  1Á00  0Á43  0Á22  0Á14  -0Á24  0Á36  0Á52  0Á92 
Data sources and analyses location : (1a) Cornell University; (1b) Jeff Vervoort at Washington State University; (2) Rubenstone (1984) at Lamont-Doherty; (3) Kay et al. (1983) at Geologisk Museum in Oslo, Norway; (4) Citron (1980) at USGS (4a) and Geologisk Museum in Oslo, Norway (4b). *Updated analyses corrected for standards.
which are consistent with amphibole accumulation and plagioclase loss, respectively. This pattern produces the notably low La/Sm (<1) and La/Yb ($1Á8) ratios in Fig. 13a and b. The REE patterns of the Hidden Bay diorite porphyries are shown in Fig. 11d . The diorite porphyry HB7-6 is distinctive in having a slight concave shape, virtually no Eu anomaly, an overall steep pattern (La/Yb ¼ 12, Fig. 13a ) and an adakitic-like HREE depletion (Sm/Yb ¼ 4Á9; Fig. 13b ). The patterns of diorite porphyry HB7-16 and Gannett Lake diorite GL-110 differ in having small positive Eu anomalies and lower La/Yb ratios (8-8Á9), but are similar in having marked HREE depletion (Sm/ Yb ¼ 2Á6-3). Other mafic samples (52-55 wt % SiO 2 ) with distinctly steep overall (La/Yb ¼ 12-13) and HREE (Sm/Yb ¼ 2Á9-4Á4) patterns and little Eu anomaly are $33 Ma dikes HB6-51 and HB6-83j that cut the Hidden Bay diorite (Fig. 11e) . Like porphyry HB7-6, dike HB5-51 has a pronounced concave REE pattern.
Compared with the REE patterns of the Hidden Bay gabbros, those of the Kagalaska gabbros in Fig. 11f are steeper (La/Yb ¼ 6Á7-8Á3; Fig. 13a ) and show a marked LREE enrichment and an upward curvature leading to higher La/Sm (2Á6-2Á8) and Sm/Yb (2Á4-3Á9) ratios (Fig. 13b ). Figure 11f also shows that in contrast to the dikes analyzed from the Hidden Bay pluton, those from the Kagalaska pluton have distinctly flatter LREE and overall REE patterns (La/Yb ¼ 2Á7-4Á5, La/Sm ¼ 1Á6-1Á9; Fig. 13a and b) .
The REE patterns of the Hidden Bay and Kagalaska granodiorite, leucogranodiorite and aplite are shown in Fig. 12a-f . Those of the granodiorite to leucogranodiorite are notable for middle REE (MREE) depletion that increases from mafic granodiorite to leucogranodiorite as Dy/Yb ratios decrease from $2Á2 to 1Á6 (Fig. 13c) , and for Eu anomalies that decrease as Eu/ Eu* ratios increase from 0Á68-0Á84 to 0Á90-0Á98. Decreases in both Dy/Yb and Dy/Dy* ratios with increasing wt % SiO 2 require amphibole fractionation (Fig. 13c) . In comparison with the Hidden Bay granodiorite, the Kagalaska granodiorite can show more MREE to HREE depletion as indicated by lower Dy/Dy* Table 8 ; all analyses along with analytical details are given in Supplementary Data 3.
and generally higher La/Yb and Sm/Yb ratios at the same wt % SiO 2 (Fig. 13a-c) .
The REE patterns of the aplitic veins in Fig. 12f show that the Hidden Bay Na-rich aplite has a broadly Ushaped pattern marked by LREE and MREE depletion and a positive Eu anomaly (Eu/Eu* ¼ 1Á21) reminiscent of the pattern of some aplites in the Sierra Nevada batholith John Muir intrusive suite . In contrast, the more Si-and K-rich Kagalaska and Hidden Bay aplites have gull-shaped patterns marked by steep LREE (La/Sm ¼ 6Á6) and extreme negative Eu anomalies (Eu/Eu* ¼ 0Á28). The K-rich ($6 wt % K 2 O) Kagalaska aplite has the most enriched LREE and depleted HREE.
Finally, the REE plots of zircons from Hidden Bay diorites HB7-6 and GL-110 and granodiorite HB6-10 in Fig. 14 show that the size of their Eu/Eu* anomalies and the steepness of their REE patterns are proportional to The similarity of these analyses to the ICP-MS analyses should be noted. Numerical % after sample name is the wt % SiO 2 for that sample. Representative analyses are given in Table 8 , with all analyses in Supplementary Data 3.
those of their host rocks. These features are consistent with the zircons being cognate and crystallizing directly from their host magmas. Their large positive Ce anomalies are as expected from substitution of Ce 4þ into the Zr 4þ site in zircon.
Other trace element trends
Representative primitive mantle normalized trace element plots for Hidden Bay and Kagalaska pluton samples are shown in Fig. 15 , with all patterns included in generally decrease. These characteristics are consistent with most of these plutonic rocks being related by magmatic differentiation processes. The relations between the LILE, HFSE and REE groups are shown in Fig. 16 . The plots of Ba/Ta versus La/Ta and Th/La (Fig. 16a and b) mostly show arc-like La/Ta ($30-60), Ba/Nb ($2-4), Ba/Ta (300-800), and Ba/La (20-30) ratios. The exceptions are the amphibole-bearing Hidden Bay cumulate diorites, and particularly pargasite-bearing diorite HB6-202 (Ba/La $12; La/Ta $10). The relatively higher Ba/La ratios (30-45) in the leucogranodiorite primarily reflect relative REE depletion owing to fractionation of phases with high Kd values for the REE. A decrease in Nb/Ta ratios (Table 9 ) from 17-14 in the more mafic samples to 12-8 in the leucogranodiorite probably reflects amphibole fractionation. The notably high La/Ta ratios in the Kagalaska gabbro (La/Ta $100) and diorite porphyry HB7-6 (La/Ta $96) in Fig. 16b are associated with steep HREE patterns. High La/Ta ratios also occur in the Hidden Bay gabbro (131) and the bordering hornfels (75). The Gannett Lake diorite and diorite porphyry HB7-16, which also have relatively high Sm/Yb ratios, have La/Ta ratios of 28 and 57, respectively. La/Ta ratios in the granodiorite and leucogranodiorite generally range from $45 to 30 with those in some leucogranodiorites and aplites ranging from 23 to 12. As shown in Fig. 16b , the La/Ta ratios of most of the granodiorites are lower than those in young Aleutian and Marianas volcanic rocks, and fall close to or within the fields for upper and bulk continental crust (CC).
Trace element ratios for the same Sierra Nevada pluton samples compared with the Hidden Bay and Kagalaska samples in the major element plots in Fig. 10 and Supplementary Data 3 are not shown in the trace element plots in Figs 13 and 16, as unlike the major elements there is little overlap in the ranges of the values. As shown in Fig. 17a and b, concentrations of elements such as Th and Rb, which are typically concentrated in the continental crust, show little overlap with those in the Hidden Bay and Kagalaska plutons and can be much higher. These concentrations lead to larger ranges of Th/La ($0Á5-1Á5), Th/Ta ($5-50) and Th/Hf (most $0Á2-7) ratios, making many of the Sierra Nevada samples plot off scale in Fig. 16 . The same case can be made for the ranges of REE ratios in Fig. 13 (La/ Sm $3Á6-15Á6; Sm/Yb $2Á2-5Á2; La/Yb $7-65).
Sr and Nd isotopic trends
Sr and Nd isotopic ratios for samples from the Finger Bay, Hidden Bay and Kagalaska plutons and their crosscutting dikes are listed in Table 9 (Rubenstone, 1984; our unpublished data) and Pleistocene-Holocene volcanoes on Adak Island (see Kay & Kay, 1994; Yogodzinski et al., 2010) are shown for comparison in Fig. 18c Sr initial ratio to increase with wt % SiO 2 as the lowest ratios are mostly in the gabbros and Table 7 (data from Kay & Kay, 1994; Kelemen et al., 2003) . Comparative fields for modern Marianas and Aleutian arcs, MORB and OIB, bulk and upper continental crust (CC) are from Plank (2005) . It should be noted that the Hidden Bay and Kagalaska granodiorites plot in and near fields for upper and bulk continental crust, and that the low La/Ta, Th/La, Ba/La and Th/Hf ratios in mafic Hidden Bay and Kagalaska plutonic rocks support a change in the subducted sediment component through time. Schaen et al. (2016) ]. The lower ENd ratios of the young volcanic rocks, along with their higher Ba/La and Th/La ratios ( Fig. 16a-d) , are consistent with a change to a more enriched subducted sediment component from the east in association with increased erosion caused by PlioPleistocene glaciation (Kay & Kay, 1994; Schaen et al., 2016) .
Major and trace element modeling of fractionation trends in the Hidden Bay pluton
Major and trace element modeling is used below to provide support for fractional crystallization playing a major role in generating the evolved units of the Hidden Bay pluton from a high-Al basaltic magma whose composition approaches that of Hidden Bay homogeneous gabbro HB7-10 and Pleistocene-Holocene high-Al basalts on Adak Island (see Table 7 ; Kay et al. 1990 ). In accord with the discussion by Nandedkar et al. (2014) and Chin et al. (2018) among others, the thermodynamically calibrated MELTS and MELTS-rhyolite modelling programs were not used, as there are often calibration issues when hornblende is a key constituent, including over-stabilization of early clinopyroxene and predicted cumulates with SiO 2 contents lower than those observed in experiments and natural samples. Instead, we employed a first-order mass-balance approach in which major element analyses of representative Hidden Bay pluton samples (gabbro HB7-10, diorite HB5-160, mafic granodiorite HB7-19, granodiorite HB6-345, leucogranodiorites HB5-137, HB5-177 and HB5-107) and minerals were combined in a standard least-squares mixing program to determine the percentages of minerals and derivative magmas in models with low (<0Á35) least mean squares residuals (LMSR). The melt and mineral proportions from the best of these major element models were then combined with compiled mineral distribution coefficients for La, Ce, Nd, Sm, Eu, Tb, Yb and Lu to solve the Rayleigh fractionation equation for derivative magmas. The REE concentrations from the models are shown compared with REE values measured by ICP-MS and INAA for the parent and daughter magmas in the C1 chondrite-normalized REE patterns in Fig. 19 , and discussed below, are given in Supplementary Data 4, with major element models and parameters in Excel sheet 4-1 and REE models and parameters in Excel sheet 4-2. The derivative magma percentages calculated in the models above were also compared with magma parent/daughter ratios for the trace elements U, Th, Hf, Zr, Ba, Rb and La, as these ratios should reflect derivative magma percentages when these elements are incompatible in a closed system. In an open system, the parent/daughter ratios of these same elements monitor addition and removal of mineral phases and contaminants. The details of these calculations are given in Supplementary Data Excel sheet 4-3.
In accord with textural relations indicating that most of the diorites include cumulate minerals, the wholerock major and trace element modeling results agree that not even the least cumulate-bearing diorite (HB5-160) is a simple fractionate of a high-Al basaltic magma like gabbro HB7-10. The closest models for HB5-160 in Fig. 19a (M2 and M5) have olivine and clinopyroxene as the sole mafic phases, low whole-rock LMSR residuals (<0Á29) and close to expected incompatible element contents for U (0Á46), Th (0Á42) and La (0Á48). However, these models fall short in having LREE (La to Sm) levels that are either too low (M2) or too high (M5) and HREE (Tb to Lu) levels that are too high. An orthopyroxenebearing model (M21) is worse in having even higher REE and a high whole-rock LMSR (0Á652). High-Al amphibole-bearing models (M12, M11 and M1) fail in being deficient in overall and particularly in MREE levels. The closest match among these (M12) has the highest major element LMSR (0Á484) and a lower remaining magma percentage than expected from incompatible trace element ratios.
On the other hand, the compositions of most Hidden Bay diorites can be explained by gain or loss of cumulate phases. The most extreme case is that of pargasitebearing diorite cumulate HB6-202, whose mineralogy can be related in low major element LMSR (<0Á11) models and approximate REE models to a high-Al basaltic magma like HB7-10 (Supplementary Data 4-1 and 4-2). The best models add $13-19% cumulate pargasite to gabbro HB7-10, in line with the extreme concave REE pattern of HB6-202 (Fig. 11b) and subtract 18-23% An62 plagioclase, 4-6% cpx and $1% magnetite from HB7-10 in accord with an $55% negative Eu anomaly in HB6-202. In the same fashion, the major element and REE features of diorite HB5-160 can be reconciled by removing plagioclase and clinopyroxene from, and adding pargasitic amphibole to, a magma with a composition like gabbro HB7-10.
In accord with most Hidden Bay diorites gaining or losing cumulate phases, fractional crystallization models to derive mafic granodiorite HB7-19 from diorite HB5-160 produce variable fits (Fig. 19b) . The best overall model (M4), which has a low LMSR (0Á331) and removes An43 plagioclase and low-Al amphibole, is a good match for incompatible element ratios of Hf (0Á44), Zr (0Á38) and K (0Á47), and has higher LREE and a much larger negative Eu anomaly than HB7-19. The best overall REE model (M1), which takes out low-Al amphibole, clinopyroxene and An75 plagioclase, and is a good match for Ba (0Á63), Th (0Á63) and U (0Á64) incompatible element contents, has a high LMSR (0Á5620). A model with high-Al amphibole (M3) that also removes An53 feldspar and clinopyroxene has a lower LMSR (0Á2783), Table 9 . White and yellow fields in (a) and (b) enclose data for the Finger Bay and Kagalaska plutons, respectively. Gray fields in (c) enclose data for the Eocene Finger Bay Formation and dikes from Rubenstone (1984) and our unpublished data. Field for Kanaga xenoliths is based on data from Kay et al. (1986) and Romick (1990) . Points in field labeled PleistoceneHolocene Mt. Moffett are from Mt Moffett volcano on Adak (Kay & Kay, 1994; Yogodzinski et al., 2010; Nielsen et al., 2016). but fails in having LREE levels that are far above those of HB7-19.
In contrast, relatively good major and trace element models can be found for crystallizing Hidden Bay granodiorite HB7-19 ($58 wt % SiO 2 ) from a mafic magma like gabbro HB7-10 (Fig. 19c) . The best models (M1 and M2) for producing HB7-19 remove 15-17% An76-86 plagioclase, 28-29% high-Al amphibole, 8-10% clinopyroxene and $1Á5% magnetite, leaving 44-47% melt, in general accord with incompatible element contents for Th (0Á42), U (0Á39), Ba (0Á49), K (0Á37), Hf (0Á39) and Zr (0Á35). Models for fractionating granodiorite HB345 (61 wt % SiO 2 ) from gabbro HB7-10 (M1 and M2; Fig. 19d ) require 17-20% An76-86 plagioclase, $33% high-Al amphibole, 6-9% clinopyroxene and $2% magnetite. The near lack of Eu anomalies in the models is consistent with a high fO 2 ($NNO þ 2; Fig. 8b ), leading to low Eu þ2 /Eu þ3 ratios in accord with parent/daughter ratios for Sr (1Á51 for Hb7-19; 1Á05 for HB345) requiring plagioclase fractionation. Reasonable fractional crystallization models also exist for deriving the leucogranodiorites (HB6-177, 68Á1% SiO 2 ; HB5-137, 67Á0% SiO 2 ; HB5-207, 67Á48% SiO 2 ) from the mafic granodiorites and granodiorites (Fig. 19e-f) . Overall, the dramatic decreases in the MREE require removal of amphibole and apatite. The best model for deriving leucogranodiorite HB5-207 from mafic granodiorite HB7-19 (M2-207; Fig. 19e ) removes 22Á7% An53 plagioclase, 15Á7% amphibole, 3Á3% magnetite, 0Á5% apatite and 0Á06% zircon. The major element model involves high-Al amphibole and has an LMSR of 0Á3466; the trace element model uses the average of the distribution coefficients for high-and low-Al amphibole and uses a small amount of zircon to adjust the levels of HREE. A similar model for leucogranodiorite HB5-137 (M3-157; Fig. 19e ) with a higher LMSR (0Á5467) removes less (18%) An53 plagioclase. Alternative low LMSR major element fits that remove An39 plagioclase along with low-Al amphibole are all deficient in the MREE (e.g. M2-137; Fig. 19e ). At the same time, models that derive leucogranodiorite HB5-207 (67Á4%) from granodiorite HB6-345 (61Á6%) work best with $21-19% An53-62 plagioclase, 13-10% low-Al amphibole, $2% magnetite, 0-0Á3% apatite and 0Á06-0Á08% zircon (Fig. 19f) . A low LMSR (0Á2617) model that removes 4Á6% biotite and 16% low-Al amphibole together with 23% An39 plagioclase, 3Á4% magnetite, 0Á5% apatite and 0Á05% zircon from mafic granodiorite HB7-19 to produce leucogranodiorite HB5-137 results in a large Eu anomaly (M2-137, Fig. 19e ). In general, models that remove biotite, K-feldspar and quartz fail to match incompatible element magmatic parent/daughter ratios, consistent with these minerals being late crystallizing phases with little effect on mass-balance calculations.
Trace element parent/daughter ratios A feature of these models is that magma parent/daughter Rb, Ba, Th, U, La, Hf and Zr ratios in the Hidden Bay granodiorites and leucogranodiorites, which should be equal to the melt percentage remaining if these elements are perfectly incompatible in a closed fractionation system, are generally equal to or greater than the melt percentage remaining, as shown in Supplementary Data 4-3. In a system with no external contaminants, parent/daughter ratios will increase as elements become compatible and are incorporated into minerals (e.g. Rb and Ba in feldspar and amphibole, REE in amphibole and apatite, Hf, Zr, Th and U in zircon). This can be seen in models for the Hidden Bay pluton in Supplementary Data File 4-3 where parent/ daughter ratios for Th, U, Hf and Zr ($0Á4-0Á5) are close to percentages of residual magmas in models from the homogeneous gabbro and mafic granodiorites to the granodiorites (Models 3 and 4) and higher ($0Á7-1Á1) than residual magma percentages (0Á55-0Á6) in models from mafic granodiorites and granodiorites to leucogranodiorites (Models 5-7). The situation is often different in continental settings, where open-system crustal assimilation of continental crust frequently can result in excesses in the same elements in derivative magmas, leading to lower parent/daughter ratios as would be the case for Th and Rb in many of the continental Sierra Nevada plutonic samples in Fig. 17 . This is in sharp contrast to the Central Aleutians where assimilation of oceanic-or primitive arc-like basement with lower oceanic-like incompatible elements can contribute to relatively higher parent/daughter ratios for the same elements.
Further evidence for the pattern of crystallization and assimilation in the Hidden Bay granodiorites and leucogranodiorites comes from magma parent/daughter ratios that generally increase from Ba ($0Á6-0Á7) to Th (0Á6-0Á8) and U ($0Á6-1Á1) to K ($0Á7-0Á9) to La ($0Á9-1Á0) to Hf ($1Á0-1Á2) and Zr (1Á1-1Á5) in the crystallization models from mafic granodiorite HB7-19 (58Á4% SiO 2 ) and granodiorite HB345 (61Á6% SiO 2 ) to leucogranodiorites HB5-207 (67Á4% SiO 2 ), HB6-177 (68Á4% SiO 2 ) and HB5-174 (68Á4% SiO 2 ) (see models 5-7 in Supplementary Data 4-3) . Interestingly, these relative increases are generally consistent with trace element abundances in mid-ocean ridge basalt (MORB) in line with assimilated contaminants in the Aleutian plutons having an oceanic and/or primitive arc character. As in the Sierra Nevada plutons, the greatest percentage of contamination is likely in the silicic granodiorites and leucogranodiorites, with Th and Rb showing dramatic increases with SiO 2 in some of the Sierra Nevada plutonic rocks (Fig. 17) , whereas trends in the Aleutian plutons remain nearly flat with relative Th concentrations actually decreasing in the more silicic samples. In contrast to the Sierra Nevada, where these magma parent/ daughter ratios are significantly lowered, those for the Adak plutons actually increase.
Additional information on crustal contaminants comes from higher parent/daughter magma ratios for K (0Á72-0Á93) than Ba (0Á53-0Á60), which are difficult to explain by fractional crystallization alone as these elements go into amphibole and feldspar. As some Hidden Bay samples have a low-temperature propylitic overprint, as shown by sericitization of feldspars and chloritization of mafic minerals, Rb, K and Ba concentrations could be affected by secondary processes. However, significant mobility appears ruled out by the relative consistency of these ratios; Th, which is generally considered immobile, is the best indicator. As such, the indication that Th and other incompatible element concentrations can be lower than expected for a closedsystem fractionation model fits well with simultaneous assimilation-fractional crystallization of an oceanic MORB-like contaminant. Given that remnants of the oceanic crust upon which the Aleutian arc was built could have been present in the crust (Fig. 20) , assimilation of this crust might help to account for this trend.
DISCUSSION: LESSONS FROM THE HIDDEN BAY AND KAGALASKA PLUTONS
Pluton formation: incremental addition, northward migration, faulting and extinct volcanic centers
The Hidden Bay pluton was intruded over a time span of less than 4 Myr, with all ages on a variety of minerals in Table 1 ranging from 34Á5 to 30Á9 Ma. A 37Á26 6 0Á27 Ma groundmass Ar/Ar age (Jicha et al., 2006) on a mafic dike cutting the Finger Bay Formation west of the pluton (Fig. 2) puts an upper age limit on the host rocks and a lower limit on the age of the pluton. In detail, several samples have been dated more than once, including dates from multiple mineral phases and from different chronometers (Table 1) . Generally, the ages from multiple minerals within a sample are within uncertainty of one another. In a few samples, the biotite Ar/Ar age is older than the other ages, consistent with the finding of Hora et al. (2010) that extraneous 40 Ar in biotite is common. Explanations for different ages in the same sample reflecting uplift and cooling can largely be ruled out, as amphibole ages can be within error or younger than biotite ages and can overlap zircon and plagioclase ages. Such a pattern is consistent with rapid cooling, as is the fine grain size in most of the Hidden Bay plutonic units. With cooling of the Hidden Bay pluton as a single unit ruled out, the range and distribution of ages in Table 1 requires that the pluton was emplaced in a series of episodes, as has been argued for plutons such as those in the Sierra Nevada batholith and the Andes (e.g. Coleman et al., 2004; Michel et al., 2008) . Further evidence for multiple events comes from a general lack of a compositional trend with time, a generalized south to north pattern of emplacement ages, and a suggestion on the map in Fig. 2 that the Hidden Bay mafic granodiorite to leucogranodiorite units define three lobes. In detail, the ages of the Hidden Bay pluton suggest four intrusive episodes, at 34Á5-34Á1, 33Á6-33Á3, $32Á8-32Á7 and $31 Ma (Fig. 3a) .
The oldest and southernmost episode, at $34Á5-34Á1 Ma, is based on ages of mafic granodiorite samples south of (I8-1 and HB6-120) and within (HB6-125) the southeastern lobe and of granodiorite sample (BW8-1) in the southwestern lobe. The highest degree of certainty comes from the 34Á29 6 0Á05 and 34Á09 6 0Á06 Ma biotite Ar/Ar ages from BW8-1 and I8-1, with the majority of other ages from these samples, regardless of Engdahl & Billington (1986) . P-wave velocities for the corresponding layers from Shillington et al. (2004) along profile 1 to the east (see Fig. 1 ) are shown in parentheses. The Bering Sea Kula plate oceanic crust is shown extending through the 6Á6 km s -1 crustal block as in the studies by Kay & Kay (1985a , 1994 . The depths to the Moho and the top of the mafic cumulate layer are based on receiver functions of Janiszewski et al. (2013) . The earthquake locations (blue, shallow; pink, deep) on which the slab is based and the contours of per cent P-wave velocity deviation from the ambient mantle are from Ekstrom & Engdahl (1989) . Blocks of fore-arc crust, schematically shown as orange blobs in the mantle wedge, are suggested to have been removed by fore-arc subduction erosion and partially melted in the wedge near times of arc migration.
(See text for further discussion.) method, overlapping within uncertainty. The 35Á85 6 1Á0 Ma amphibole Ar/Ar age from mafic granodiorite I8-1, north of where the pluton extends offshore, could allow a slightly older age to the south in accord with Ar/Ar ages (36Á83 6 0Á21 Ma plagioclase; 35Á42 6 0Á72 Ma amphibole) from Amatignak Island plutons to the SW ( Fig. 1 ; Schaen et al., 2016) . Previously published biotite and amphibole K/Ar ages near 32 Ma for the Hidden Bay pluton, with uncertainties of 0Á74-0Á82 Ma, reported by Citron et al. (1980) could reflect incomplete degassing or resetting during later intrusive events.
The next intrusive episode, at $33Á6-33Á5 Ma, is indicated by ages of diorite to granodiorite (HB7-23b, samples to the east and NE of the SE lobe and the porphyritic diorite (HB7-6) to the west. The main temporal control for this episode comes from the 33Á30 6 0Á08 Ma biotite Ar/Ar (HB5-159) and 33Á63 6 0Á04 Ma zircon (HB7-6) ages in this group and the observation that most of the other ages overlap within uncertainties. A 33Á38 6 0Á67 Ma zircon age from a Kanaga Island diorite to the west reported by Cai et al. (2015) also falls in this range. The only outlier is a 32Á20 6 0Á19 Ma plagioclase Ar/Ar age from diorite porphyry HB7-6. As the 33Á37 6 0Á36 Ma amphibole Ar/Ar and 33Á63 6 0Á04 Ma zircon ages in this sample agree, and are consistent with other ages for this event, this plagioclase age could reflect recrystallization owing to hydrothermal alteration. Also present in this area are a number of up to 5 m wide mafic dikes, two of which give groundmass Ar/Ar ages of 33Á36 6 0Á27 Ma (HB6-83j) and 32Á8060Á42 Ma (HB6-51). The REE patterns of these dikes and diorite porphyry HB7-6 are notable for their upward curvature and HREE depletion ( Fig. 11d and e), which require residual garnet and amphibole. The appearance of a residual garnet signature in the trace elements at this time could signal the entry of fore-arc crust into the mantle wedge as the end of the magmatic episode approached.
Two younger intrusive episodes near 32Á8 and 32 Ma are suggested by the ages of samples near the NE-and NW-trending faults along the northern and western margins of the NE lobe (Fig. 2) . The timing for the first of these episodes comes from 32Á89 6 0Á04 Ma zircon and 32Á82 6 0Á09 Ma biotite Ar/Ar ages from mafic granodiorite HB6-10, a 32Á79 6 0Á26 Ma amphibole Ar/Ar age from pargasite-bearing diorite cumulate HB6-202 and a 32Á46 6 0Á32 Ma plagioclase Ar/Ar age from gabbro HB7-10. The second episode, at $32 Ma, is based on plagioclase Ar/Ar ages of 31Á98 6 0Á16 and 31Á94 6 0Á50 Ma. The first of these is from diorite porphyry HB7-16, which occurs near the intersection of the faults and, like diorite porphyry HB7-6, has a steep REE pattern indicating residual garnet, signalling a fore-arc, subduction erosion component. The second is from cumulate gabbro BB8-25 emplaced along a possible southward extension of the fault. A period of faulting associated with these units could facilitate the ascent of high-Al basaltic magmas from the deep crust, leading to the intrusion of gabbro HB7-10, whose composition is used as the parental magma in the crystallization models in Fig. 19 . Diapiric rise along a deep fault also provides a mechanism for pargasitic-bearing cumulate HB6-202 to ascend from mid-crustal depths. The overlapping ages with HB7-10 support a similar time of ascent. A period of faulting is also consistent with porphyry formation owing to rapid ascent of partially crystallized magmas along faults (e.g. Cashman & Blundy, 2000) , possibly tied to northward migration of the arc.
A final intrusive episode near 31 Ma is signaled by 30Á90 6 0Á14 Ma (HB6-174) and 31Á06 6 0Á09 Ma (HB5-207) Ar/Ar plagioclase ages for the leucogranodiorite samples and a 31Á09 6 0Á04 Ma zircon age from the Gannett Lake diorite to the north. An older 31Á68 6 0Á06 Ma biotite Ar/Ar age for the Gannett Lake sample probably reflects extraneous argon. Like diorite porphyry HB7-6 and the $33Á5 Ma mafic dikes, the REE pattern of the Gannett Lake porphyry shows an upward curvature and HREE depletion, requiring residual amphibole and garnet. Again, their appearance is considered to be consistent with fore-arc subduction erosion as the magmatic cycle ended and the arc was displaced northward.
After the Hidden Bay pluton extinguished near 31 Ma the plutonic front advanced to the north, with the Kagalaska pluton intruding after a lapse of $16 Myr as indicated by a 14Á70 6 0Á05 Ma biotite Ar/Ar age from white granodiorite Kag5-34. A 14Á14 6 0Á12 Ma biotite Ar/Ar age on the white Kagalaska granodiorite on Adak requires that the pluton was intruded in more than one event. The resolution of the ages is not sufficient to discern if the Kagalaska gabbro is older than the white granodiorite.
The three granodiorite lobes of the Hidden Bay pluton along with the Kagalaska pluton are candidates for the roots of extinct volcanic centers in accord with the proposal of Kay et al. (1990) that Aleutian plutons represent the final stages of crystallization as arc magmatism shuts off and the arc migrates. Notably, the outcrop areas of the Hidden Bay lobes and the Kagalaska pluton are comparable with those of the Pleistocene-Holocene calc-alkaline volcanoes on Adak (Fig. 1b) . Support for the lobes of the Hidden Bay pluton representing the roots of extinct volcanic centers, and the northern gabbro the root of an extinct satellite center, also comes from semicircular patterns in high-resolution on-line Google Earth imagery.
Parental magmas and crystallization of the Hidden Bay and Kagalaska plutons
The formation of the Hidden Bay and Kagalaska plutons is discussed below relative to the Aleutian lithospheric cross-section through the Adak region in Fig. 20 . The framework is largely based on seismological observations summarized by Ekstrom & Engdahl (1989) and Janiszewski et al. (2013) . The Hidden Bay and Kagalaska granitoids are argued to form from primitive Aleutian basalts in three stages at the three levels shown in Fig. 20 . The implications of the northward migration of the arc and possible components added to the mantle source by fore-arc subduction erosion at this time are addressed.
Parental tholeiitic basalt and formation of the high-Al basaltic magmas A key question in the formation of the Hidden Bay and Kagalaska plutons is the origin and composition of the parental magma. Kay et al. (1990) and Kay & Kay (1994) argued that the most likely mantle-derived parental magma is a primary tholeiitic basalt with a composition similar to that of the host rock of the ultramafic cumulate xenoliths from Adagdak volcano (see Table 8 ; DeBari et al., 1987) , which in turn fractionated $20% olivine and clinopyroxene to form the typical high-Al basaltic magmas of the Pleistocene-Holocene Moffett and Adagdak volcanoes (e.g. Conrad & Kay, 1984; Kay & Kay, 1985a) . As seen in Table 8 , the high-Al basalt-like composition of Hidden Bay gabbro HB7-10 used here as the immediate precursor magma for the Hidden Bay pluton differs from the Moffett high-Al basalt Mof80-2A in having lower wt % FeO* ($8Á6 vs $9Á6%), and higher wt % MgO ($7Á6 vs $5Á6%), ppm Cr (225 vs 55 ppm) and ppm Ni (75 vs 31 ppm), which is consistent with more retention of olivine and clinopyroxene in the Hidden Bay gabbro. As such, the mantle-derived primitive arc magma in step 1 in Fig. 20 is shown as being generated in the mantle wedge above the subducting slab, and then crystallizing clinopyroxene and olivine in the lower arc crust to form a high-Al basaltic magma like gabbro HB7-10 that then ascends to mid-crustal levels where the pluton magmas further evolve.
Mid-crustal fractionation of high-Al basaltic magmas to produce the mafic cumulate and granodiorite
In the second stage in the mid-crust, the high-Al basaltic magmas fractionate to form the magmas that produce most of the Hidden Bay mafic to silicic granodiorite. This scenario is supported by the fractionation models in which respectively show that fractionation of a mafic magma like gabbro HB7-10 can produce $45% of a melt like mafic granodiorite HB7-19 ($58 wt % SiO 2 ) or $40% of a melt like granodiorite HB6-345 ($61Á5 wt % SiO 2 ). The crystallizing phases are like those in diorite cumulate HB6-202, whose pargasitic amphibole composition as shown in Fig. 8a -c allows fractionation at a depth of 13-11 km at a temperature above C with an fO 2 just above NNO and 5Á5-4Á7 wt % H 2 O in the melt. These conditions are in accord with the relatively coarse-grained textures in the cumulate gabbros and diorites. The depth of crystallization would be near the top of where the Bering Sea crust projects into the arc crust in Fig. 20 .
In accord with crystallization in the mid-crust, most of the Hidden Bay gabbro and diorite contain cumulate crystals and are coarser grained than the granodiorite. The diapiric rise and late-stage crystallization of cumulate HB6-202 is recorded in amphibole temperatures of $750-710 C at depths of $2-3 km with 3Á6-4% H 2 O at a log fO 2 of NNO þ 2 (Fig. 8) . Maximum amphibole temperatures of 908-880 C at depths of $7-4 km with 4-5% H 2 O for gabbro BB8-25 further record ascent conditions. Coexisting pyroxenes in gabbro BB8-25 and diorites HB6-120d and HB5-160, respectively, record temperatures of ). Amphibole with maximum temperatures of 853-831 C at depths of $2Á5 km and 3Á5-3Á7 wt % H 2 O in diorite HB6-120D, and of 812 C at $3Á5 km and $4 wt % H 2 O in diorite HB5-160, reflect later crystallization. The final crystallization at shallow levels in cumulates HB6-202 and BB8-25 is indicated by amphibole temperatures of $750-710 C at $2-3 km and a log fO 2 of NNO þ 2. Coexisting feldspars in interstitial patches in diorite HB6-120d yield sub-solidus temperatures of 637-563 C (Fig. 5) .
Crystallization of the mafic granodiorite to leucogranodiorite magmas on and after ascent to 4-2 km
The Hidden Bay granodiorite magmas that form by fractionation of high-Al basaltic magmas at depths of 13-11 km began to fractionate as they rose to a depth of $4-3 km, where much of the pluton crystallizes. There, the generally fine-grained granodiorite units essentially crystallized in place in accord with their magmatic-like compositions. Coexisting augite and enstatite, with respectively high and low Wo contents, in relatively coarse-grained granodiorite HB6-83k yield a temperature of $936-927 C (Fig. 6 ) consistent with diapiric rise along the NW-SE-trending fault (Fig. 2) . The highest feldspar temperatures ($880-873 C; Fig. 5 ) come from $An56-53 feldspars in a relatively coarse-grained granodiorite dike (HB6-345) in the northern lobe in which amphibole temperatures are 775-753 C at a depth of $2Á5 km and 3Á7-4 wt % H 2 O in the melt. LowAl amphibole in granodiorite HB6-169 in the SE lobe records crystallization at $4-2 km depth at 800-775 C with a log fO 2 just below NNO þ 2 at $3Á8% H 2 O (Fig. 8) . Ti-Zr zircon temperatures are 880-785 C in northern lobe mafic granodiorite HB6-10 and 880-760 C in Gannett Lake diorite GL-110 (Fig. 3b) .
A reasonable model for the leucogranodiorite is crystallization of a derivative magma following fractionation of amphibole, plagioclase, magnetite and apatite from granodiorite ( Fig. 19e-f ). This process is most important near the end of pluton emplacement as the granodiorite loses heat and ascent slows. Mineral geothermometry and barometry yield a pyroxene temperature of 788-738 C for northern lobe leucogranodiorite HB6-329 (Fig. 6 ) and an amphibole temperature of 796-725 C, at <2Á6 km depth with 3-4Á2 wt % H 2 O in the melts, at an fO 2 above NNO þ 2 in southern lobe leucogranodiorite HB6-174 (Fig. 8) .
The Kagalaska pluton differs from the Hidden Bay pluton in being more bimodal, as it is largely composed of an extensive white silicic granodiorite to leucogranodiorite and an orthopyroxene-free gabbro with a steep REE pattern (Fig. 11f) . Overall, plagioclase An contents in the Kagalaska granodiorite are more uniform and do not exceed An45 (Fig. 5) ; widespread actinolite indicates a higher fO 2 (Fig. 8b) in line with more Al-and Mg-rich biotite and amphibole compositions (Figs 7 and 9 ) that reflect earlier crystallization of magnetite. These characteristics are consistent with the Kagalaska granodiorite crystallizing from a more hydrous, oxidized magma in a shorter-lived more bimodal magma chamber (see also Kay et al., 1990) .
Origin of the aplites and late-stage potassium feldspar in the Hidden Bay and Kagalaska plutons Aplite veins occur in both plutons, with the lower SiO 2 ($72%), more Na-rich, white aplite common in the Hidden Bay pluton resembling some of the aplite in the John Muir suite of the Sierra Nevada batholith. Following the discussion of the Sierra Nevada suite by Glazner et al. (2008) , the U-shaped REE patterns of the Hidden Bay aplites probably reflect removal of titanite, which crystallizes at a relatively low temperature at low residual melt percentages. Sufficient mobility of the aplitic melts had to remain to form the widespread veins common in the Hidden Bay granodiorite, particularly in and near the leucogranodiorite. The association of aplite with the $31 Ma leucogranodiorite is consistent with final cooling of the pluton near the time of extensive aplite injection. The thin white aplites cutting the pargasite-bearing cumulates and gabbros coincide with the $33 Ma event in which these units were emplaced along the fault zones.
The gull-shaped REE patterns of the more Si-rich (>76% SiO 2 ), higher-K, cream-colored aplites in the Kagalaska granodiorite also occasionally occur in Sierra Nevada leucogranodiorites, but are more typical of high-SiO 2 rhyolites. Glazner et al. (2008) argued that these patterns reflect aplite segregation when melting percentages are still high enough to be dominated by feldspar crystallization without titanite. The presence of these aplites in the Kagalaska diorites is consistent with a higher temperature, more bimodal, magmatic event associated with a steeper REE pattern, more K-rich, mafic magma. The rare high-K, pink potassium feldspar bearing aplites with gull-shaped REE patterns (Fig. 11f) cutting the Kagalaska diorite and gabbro are late segregations.
As observed by Glazner & Johnson (2013) , highly potassic compositions in alkali feldspars such as those in the Hidden Bay and Kagalaska plutons commonly occur in calc-alkaline plutons and indicate that these feldspar compositions did not equilibrate with magmatic liquids. Their low Ca contents require them to be among the phases forming after rheological lockup of the magma at $50% crystallization, with recrystallization occurring down to $400 C, at essentially hydrothermal metamorphic conditions. Such conditions are in accord with feldspar temperatures near $400 C for the K-aplite HB7-13a and the interstices of the leucogranodiorite HB6-175 (Fig. 5) .
Contaminants in the plutonic magmas: subducted sediments, older arc basement and fore-arc eroded crust
The mantle-derived magmas forming the Hidden Bay and Kagalaska plutons are argued below to be variably contaminated by (1) subducted sediments that are distinct from those subducting today, (2) pre-existing arc crust that could include the Kula oceanic crust upon which the arc was built (Fig. 20) , and (3) fore-arc crust composed of both older arc and trapped Kula oceanic crust, which is removed by subduction erosion and transported into the mantle wedge (see Jicha & Kay, 2018) . Evidence for the nature and existence of these components in the Hidden Bay and Kagalaska plutonic rocks and their changes with time comes from differences in trace element and isotopic ratios (Figs 16 and 17 ).
Subducted sediments
Evidence for a change in the subducted sediment component from the Eocene to Miocene Finger Bay volcanic and Hidden Bay and Kagalaska plutonic rocks to the Pleistocene-Holocene Adak region volcanic rocks comes from higher Th/La, Ba/La and Th/Hf ratios in the Pleistocene-Holocene magmas than in the pre-Tertiary magmatic rocks ( Fig. 16c and d) . In particular, Fig. 16d shows that the Th/Hf and Ba/La ratios of Hidden Bay and Kagalaska plutonic rocks that have not fractionated phases such as zircon and apatite are lower than those of Pleistocene-Holocene Adak mafic lavas. Kay et al. (1990) ; Kay & Kay (1994) and Schaen et al. (2016) used the higher Th/La and Ba/La ratios in the PleistoceneHolocene lavas to argue for a change from a pelagic to a more terrigenous subducted sediment component as continental sediments increasingly entered the trench and were transferred westward during Plio-Pleistocene glaciation.
Going a step further, the Th/La versus Sm/La plot in Fig. 16c shows that the Tertiary mafic Finger Bay volcanic (light green field) and Hidden Bay and Kagalaska plutonic (points) rocks fall in the same general field as modern Marianas arc rocks (yellow field) that Plank (2005) attributed to mixing of Marianas trench sediments and melts of a LREE-depleted (high Sm/La ratio) mantle wedge. Plank (2005) also uses this plot to argue that Pleistocene-Holocene Aleutian magmas can be modeled as mixtures of modern Aleutian trench sediments and melts of a LREE-enriched (low Sm/La ratio) Aleutian mantle (green fields). Using this same approach, mixtures of Marianas-type trench sediments and melts of the low Sm/Yb Aleutian mantle (see red arrow) can produce the Th/La and Sm/La ratios of the pre-Pleistocene Adak region magmas, given a temporal change from a Marianas-to an Aleutian-type subducted sediment component and a constant Aleutian mantle source. Sr ratios vary from $0Á70285 to 0Á7033 and show little correlation with wt % SiO 2 . Although some of this variability could be related to seawater hydrothermal alteration at the time of emplacement, Rubenstone (1984) and Kay (1983) (Cai et al., 2015) .
Contamination by older arc basement
A combination of variable 87 Sr/ 86 Sr and ENd values ( Fig. 18a and b) in the same plutonic unit in the Adak plutons suggests that much of their isotopic variability is not due to hydrothermal alteration alone. Support for a magmatic control comes from the highest ENd values (>8Á5) being in the Finger Bay pluton, the Hidden Bay gabbros, diorites and inclusions, and the Kagalaska granodiorites, with lower values in the Kanaga gabbro and most of the Hidden Bay mafic granodiorites to leucogranodiorites. Exceptions to this trend are Hidden Bay leucogranodiorite HB6-177 and a mafic granodiorite on Kanaga (Cai et al., 2015) that have ENd up to þ9. A temporal control is ruled out by Hidden Bay granodiorites with lower ENd being older than the gabbros (Fig. 3b) . Overall, the lack of low ENd in the gabbros and cumulate diorites, and the scatter and lack of a trend with wt % SiO 2 (Fig. 18b) in the mafic to silicic granodiorites, is in accord with variable radiogenic contamination in both the crust and the mantle wedge.
A radiogenic crustal component could come from pyroxene-rich wehrlitic and cumulate component and granulitic gabbroic crust represented by xenoliths in an $7 Ma basalt on Kanaga Island whose ENd values range from þ9Á1 to þ7Á3 (Kay et al., 1986; Romick, 1990) and overlap those of the Tertiary volcanic and plutonic rocks on Adak (Fig. 18c) . Importantly, geochemical modeling (e.g. Kay & Kay, 1985a) and seismic data (e.g. Shillington et al., 2004; Fig. 20) are consistent with much of the central Aleutian lower to middle crust consisting of clinopyroxene-rich wehrlite and mafic to intermediate plutonic rocks similar to these xenoliths.
Further, the Kanaga xenoliths are constrained to be >40 Myr old by a plagioclase Ar/Ar age ($46 Ma; Kay et al., 2013) and their clinopyroxene trace element signatures overlap those of Pleistocene-Holocene Adak lavas (Yogodzinski & Kelemen, 1998 Sr ratios could reflect hydrothermal seawater alteration of older oceanic crust trapped in the arc crust or early submarine portions of the proto-arc that enter the pluton magma source by crustal assimilation or by introduction into the mantle source by fore-arc subduction erosion (see below).
The Kagalaska pluton is more isotopically homogeneous than the Hidden Bay pluton, with the gabbro having the lowest ENd and highest 87 Sr/ 86 Sr. The relatively steep HREE pattern (Fig. 13b) of the gabbro requires residual garnet in the source and this, along with the isotope composition, could reflect Kanaga xenolith-like crust being assimilated in the crust and/or incorporated into the mantle source by fore-arc subduction erosion. The higher ENd in the granodiorite is consistent with more assimilation of the oceanic crust in line with incompatible trace element ratios (Table 9 and Fig. 10 ).
Another factor that could create isotopic variability in the plutons is a change from subduction of the captured Kula plate in the Pacific plate to subduction of the Pacific plate proper. Reconstructions by Lonsdale (1988) and Ryan et al. (2012) show that a fused Kula-Pacific plate was subducting beneath the Adak region by $42 Ma and that by 8-6 Ma, this fused ridge had passed and only the Pacific plate was subducting. Within the uncertainties, the Kagalaska magmatic event might coincide with the early period of subduction of the captured Kula-Pacific spreading center, whose passing has been argued to produce a disruption leading to near magmatic quiescence and fore-arc subduction erosion as the Kagalaska pluton expired and the arc migrated northward (Jicha & Kay, 2018) . A change from subducted Kula to Pacific oceanic crust might contribute to a lower ENd in the Kagalaska than in the Hidden Bay gabbro, given a more depleted Kula crust, consistent with more depleted magmatic rocks in the western Aleutians (e.g. Yogodzinski et al. 2010 Yogodzinski et al. , 2015 where a portion of the Kula ridge is still subducting.
Fore-arc subduction erosion and the creation of 'adakitic' chemistry Fore-arc subduction erosion is suggested to play a role in the evolution of the Hidden Bay and Kagalaska plutons and to explain why the magmatic front shifted to the north along the arc ( Fig. 1a ; Jicha & Kay, 2018) . Support comes from comparisons with the central Andes and the Aleutians, where fore-arc subduction erosion has been suggested to have been most vigorous at times of frontal arc migration (e.g. Von Huene & Scholl, 1991) , and from trace element and isotopic evidence for subducted fore-arc crust being incorporated into the Andean mantle magma source (e.g. Goss et al., 2013) . In parallel with the Andes, as shown in Fig. 1a and b, the magmatic front on Adak migrated during the emplacement of the Hidden Bay pluton from 35 to 31 Ma as discussed above, after the time of the emplacement of the Kagalaska pluton at $14 Ma, again after 7-5 Ma (Schaen et al., 2016; Jicha & Kay, 2018) , and finally to the Pleistocene to Holocene Mt Moffett and Adagdak volcanic front of today (Figs 1b and 19 ). In accord with fore-arc subduction erosion, the profile in Fig. 20 schematically shows fore-arc crust in the mantle wedge. A more detailed discussion of the northward progression of the magmatic front in the central Aleutian arc and the causes and consequences of forearc subduction erosion can be found in Jicha & Kay (2018) . In accord with fore-arc subduction erosion, the profile in Fig. 20 schematically shows fore-arc crust in the mantle wedge.
The appearance of steep REE patterns requiring the presence of garnet in the mantle source, and the isotopic compositions of some Hidden Bay and Kagalaska plutonic rocks, are consistent with fore-arc crust being metamorphosed in the granulite and eclogite facies during transport in the subduction channel before being partially melted in the mantle wedge. Particularly notable are the steep REE patterns requiring residual garnet associated with the Hidden Bay diorite porphyries (HB7-6 and HB7-16), the Gannett Lake diorite (GL-110) and the cross-cutting mafic dikes (Hb6-51 and HB6-83j) along with the Kagalaska gabbro K7-50 (Fig. 11) . This residual garnet signal is particularly evident in the high Sm/Yb (>3) and Dy/Yb ratios of these samples (Fig. 13b  and c) . As seen in Fig. 3a , the emplacement of these units coincides with the late stages of the main Hidden Bay intrusive event near 33Á5 Ma (HB7-6), an extensional event near 33 Ma that allowed dike intrusion and the emplacement of mafic units and porphyries along faults (HB7-16) and the end of Hidden Bay magmatism at the Gannett Lake diorite at $31 Ma. The shorter duration Kagalaska pluton marks the end of the magmatic event near 14 Ma. A middle Miocene subduction erosion event at this time can explain both the northward migration of the arc and the steep HREE pattern in the Kagalaska gabbro. In the same vein, the 11Á8 6 0Á3 Ma high-Mg andesite 'adakite' with the steepest REE pattern on Adak erupted to the north at the site of the future Mt Moffett volcano as the magmatic front was displaced northward. This 'adakite', which was interpreted as a slab melt by Kay (1978) , is best reinterpreted as a product of melting of fore-arc oceanic crust, removed by subduction erosion, within the mantle wedge (Kay & Kay, 1994; Kay et al., 1998; Jicha & Kay, 2018) .
Correlation with geophysical data: why a calcalkaline pluton in an oceanic island arc?
A reason for the presence of calc-alkaline plutons such as the Hidden Bay and Kagalaska plutons in the central Aleutian arc, compared with their scarcity in other oceanic arcs (e.g. Saito & Tani, 2017) , appears to be related to the presence of a relatively thick crust (>35 km). Specifically, Janiszewski et al. (2013) argued from seismic receiver function analyses for modern crustal thicknesses of 37 6 2 km and 43 6 2 km beneath Adak and Atka islands, respectively, making crustal thicknesses in the central Aleutians equivalent to those under some continental arcs such as the southern Andes (e.g. Yuan et al., 2006) . Support for the central Aleutian crust having been built up rapidly, with the surface being near sea level by 38 Ma, comes from evidence that the Eocene Finger Bay Formation was emplaced (e.g. Rubenstone, 1984; Scholl et al., 1987) and the Finger Bay pluton was intruded at or near sea level. Jicha et al. (2006) used evidence like this to argue for very high early magma production rates in the Aleutian arc. Support for contractional deformation also contributing to crustal thickening before or at the time of the intrusion of the Hidden Bay pluton comes from the syncline (Figs 1b and 2) mapped in the Finger Bay Volcanic Formation by Fraser & Snyder (1959) . Overall, it is reasonable that the Central Aleutian arc reached a crustal thickness of >30 km before the intrusion of the Hidden Bay pluton. This relatively thick crust in a non-extensional structural regime was important in magma stalling and fractionating in the mid-crust where crystallization of pargasitic amphibole facilitated a calc-alkaline differentiation trend.
The three-stage crystallization model discussed above fits well with central Aleutian seismic velocity models for a three-layer crust. A model specifically for the Adak region by Engdahl & Billington (1986) and Ekstrom & Engdahl (1989) , based on analyses of seismic data from a local network, is shown in Fig. 20 . Other models by Holbrook et al. (1999) and Shillington et al. (2004 Shillington et al. ( , 2013 , based on marine seismic profiles along lines A1 and A2 in Fig. 1a , provide a regional perspective east of the Andreanof block.
Starting above the Moho, a largely cumulate lower crustal layer dominated by clinopyroxene and olivine 6 amphibole, fractionated from a primitive Aleutian basaltic magma, is in accord with a V p of $7Á8 km s -1 and a V p /V s ratio of 1Á82 on the Adak profile (Janiszewski et al., 2013) . This fractionation is also consistent with high-pressure (1Á2 GPa) crystallization experiments showing that basalts with >3% H 2 O can produce clinopyroxenite (e.g. Gust & Perfit, 1987; Mü ntener et al., 2001) , and with the formation of a derivative high-Al basaltic magma with $5% H 2 O capable of crystallizing pargasite like that in Hidden Bay cumulate HB6-202 (Fig. 8b) . Other support for clinopyroxene and olivine cumulates comes from xenoliths of wehrlite in Adak (DeBari et al., 1987) and Kanaga (Swanson et al., 1987) basalts. Similarly, Shillington et al. (2004) argued that the seismic profiles to the east have a V p of $7Á7-7Á3 km s -1 in the lower crust, a Moho at the base of a mafic-ultramafic cumulate layer and a lower crust containing up to 50-70% pyroxene. In the Adak region, the lower crustal layer would include the clinopyroxene and olivine cumulates from the formation of the magmas that produced both the Eocene Finger Bay Formation (Rubenstone, 1984) and the plutons. A sharp boundary with the overlying crustal layer on Adak is indicated by a pronounced receiver function arrival at 24 6 2 km (Janiszewski et al., 2013) .
The intermediate crustal layer with a velocity near 6Á6 km s -1 under Adak in Fig. 20 is interpreted to largely consist of three components. The first is the remnant pieces of Bering Sea oceanic crust that connect the 6Á5 and 6Á3 km s -1 velocity layers interpreted as oceanic crust on either side of Adak. In agreement, a 6Á5-6Á6 km s -1 layer interpreted by Holbrook et al. (1999) as Bering Sea crust crossing under the arc is prominent in line 1 on the eastern side of the Andreanof block. The second component is linked to the high-Al basalt magmas, and includes gabbro crystallized from these magmas and cumulates residual to the granodiorite magmas that rose and crystallized in the upper crust. Amphibole is an important component of these cumulates as shown by fractionation models (Fig. 19 ) that require removal of up to 33% high-Al amphibole to create granodiorite from a high-Al basalt magma. The observation that the velocity of this layer is too low for gabbro (6Á9-7Á1 km s -1 ; Korenaga et al., 2002) supports a role for amphibole as well as orthopyroxene. In comparison, Shillington et al. (2004) also argued that an intermediate 6Á5-7Á3 km s -1 layer along line 1 to the east represents Bering Sea crust and magmatic rocks, including mafic to intermediate plutons with 48Á5-62 wt % SiO 2 and 4Á7-7Á8 wt % MgO. Their observation of higher crustal seismic velocities beneath calc-alkaline volcanic centers along line 1 is consistent with a higher crustal seismic velocity under Adak owing to extensive calc-alkaline plutonism. The third component consists of the mid-crustal products of the rapid Eocene buildup of the arc related to the Finger Bay Formation (Kay et al., 1990; Jicha et al., 2006) .
The final cooling and crystallization of the plutons occurs at the level of their emplacement in the 5Á5 km s -1 layer in Fig. 20 , which is the seismic velocity expected in non-fractured volcanic rocks. A depth of $4-2 km is consistent with pressure estimates from amphibole compositions in Fig. 8c .
CONCLUSIONS
Aleutian Adak region I-type calc-alkaline plutons represent the crystallized roots of Tertiary calc-alkaline volcanoes in the Central Aleutian arc, and ultimately crystallized from primitive mantle-wedge generated tholeiitic arc basalts with major element compositions similar to those that produced Pleistocene to Holocene Central Aleutian volcanoes (Kay & Kay, 1994) . Unlike Cai et al. (2015) , we do not consider central Aleutian calc-alkaline plutons to be generated from distinctly different, mantle-sourced andesitic-dacitic composition parental magmas. Building on earlier studies (Kay et al., 1990; Kay & Kay, 1994) , we argue that an isotopic and trace element shift to a more enriched mantle-derived parental basalt after the Pliocene is due to a larger continental-like, subducted sediment component related to continental glaciation. An additional factor could be a change from subduction of the remnant Kula plate to subduction of the Pacific plate (Lonsdale, 1988; Ryan et al. 2012) .
The $10 km wide Oligocene Hidden Bay and middle Miocene Kagalaska plutons largely consist of amphibole-bearing cumulate diorite (53-55 wt % SiO 2 ) and granodiorite (57-64 wt % SiO 2 ), along with gabbro (50-52 wt %), leucogranodiorite (67-69 wt % SiO 2 ) and aplite (76-77 wt % SiO 2 ). Their mineralogy and much of their compatible element chemistry are similar to those of continental plutons such as those in the Sierra Nevada. Their trace element and isotopic compositions ( 87 Sr/ 86 Sr ¼ 0Á7030-0Á7033; ENd ¼ þ9Á4 to þ7Á8) reflect their oceanic arc setting, and assimilation of both the oceanic crust upon which the arc was built and preexisting arc crust, some of which is similar to the cumulate and granulite-facies gabbroic xenoliths on Kanaga island just to the west. Trace element signatures for residual garnet in the magmatic source of a few plutonic units are best explained by high-grade metamorphism and melting of fore-arc crust incorporated into the mantle wedge by fore-arc subduction erosion. As argued by Kay et al. (1990) , the plutons represent the crystallized roots of arc volcanoes in which a relatively closed magmatic system allowed enrichment in elements such as K, Ti and H 2 O.
Homogeneous gabbros in the Hidden Bay pluton, which are chemically similar to Pleistocene central Aleutian high-Al basaltic magmas, indicate no major temporal evolution of Aleutian parental magmas since the Eocene. The geochemical and isotopic variability that occurs can be largely attributed to contamination of magmas in the mantle wedge by crust removed by fore-arc subduction erosion, particularly at times of frontal arc migration, to assimilation of trapped oceanic and arc crust in the lower and mid-crust, and to a higher proportion of continental-like subducted sediment in the Pliocene.
Twenty new Ar/Ar and U/Pb zircon ages along with compiled ages show that the Hidden Bay pluton was intruded in a northward pattern in at least four stages from $34Á6 to 30Á9 Ma. Much of the granodiorite crystallized in the first two stages at $34Á5-34 and $33Á6-33Á5 Ma, with gabbro, mafic cumulates and diorite porphyry emplaced along fracture or fault zones at 32Á8-32 Ma in the third stage and the intrusion ending at $31 Ma with the intrusion of leucogranodiorite and the northern Gannett Lake diorite. 'Adakitic' units marked by steep HREE patterns appearing in the later stages can be linked to melts of fore-arc crust transformed to the eclogite facies as fore-arc subduction erosion accelerated as the Hidden Bay magmatic cycle terminated. Subsequently, the arc front was displaced northward, with plutonism reappearing in the $14 Ma Kagalaska pluton after a lapse of $15 Myr.
A relatively thick crust ($37 km), high H 2 O concentration and contractional stress allowed pargasitic hornblende to stabilize at depth, facilitating a calc-alkaline differentiation trend. In line with seismic constraints for a 35-37 km thick three-layer crust, crystallization of the plutons occurred at three levels. This evolution began with clinopyroxene and olivine fractionating from a primitive Aleutian basalt in the lower crust to produce a high-Al basaltic magma, which then ascended into the mid-crust composed of pre-existing oceanic crust and differentiates of arc magmas, where variable amounts of assimilation occurred. Crystallization at this level produced the granodiorite magmas that buoyantly ascended leaving behind gabbro and coarse-grained diorite cumulates with pargasitic amphibole at depths of >12 km. Some of this gabbro and cumulate diorite was diapirically emplaced along fault zones late in the pluton history. The volumetrically dominant granodiorite (58-63 wt % SiO 2 ), whose composition approaches that of a melt and whose minerals are the most zoned, crystallized at 4-2 km at 750-800 C at an fO 2 near NNO þ 2, with $3Á5-4% H 2 O. Leucogranodiorite appeared in the late stages as magmatic and thermal input from the mantle slowed. Aplites segregated and interstitial magma crystallized as late-stage equilibration occurred in potassium feldspar and other interstitial phases. Higher Mg-numbers in biotite and amphibole and smaller Eu anomalies in the leucogranodiorites than in the granodiorites are consistent with an increase in fO 2 in the final stages of crystallization.
The northward migration of the magmatic arc and the steep REE patterns requiring residual garnet in the source of some Hidden Bay diorites and the Kagalaska gabbro support a role for fore-arc subduction erosion in the evolution of these plutons. The residual garnet signature is best explained by subducted fore-arc crust being metamorphosed in the granulite-eclogite facies and partially melted in the mantle wedge as it is incorporated into the magma source. The strongest residual garnet signal imparted by this mechanism is in the high-Mg andesite 'adakite' erupted north of the Kagalaska pluton at 11Á8 6 0Á3 Ma.
